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We are today experiencing an increasing demand for high energy density storage devices like
the lithium-ion battery for applications in portable electronic devices, electric vehicles (EV)
and as interim storage for renewable energy. High capacity retention and long cycle life are
prerequisites, particularly for the EV market. The key for a long cycle life is the formation of
a stable solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer on the surface of the negative electrode, which
typically forms on the first cycles due to decomposition reactions at the electrode-electrolyte
interface. More control over the surface layer can be gained when the layer is generated prior
to the battery operation. Such a layer can be tailored more easily and can reduce the loss of
lithium inventory considerably. In this context, water-soluble electrode binders, e.g. sodium
carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC-Na) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), have proven themselves
exceptionally useful. Since the binder is a standard component in composite electrodes anyway,
its integration into the electrode fabrication process is easily accomplished.
This thesis work investigates the parameters that govern binder distribution in elec-trode
coatings, control the stability and electrochemical performance of the elec-trode and that
determine the composition of the surface layer. Several commonly used electrode materials
(graphite, silicon and lithium titanate) have been applied in order to study the impact of the
binder on the electrode morphology and the differ-ent electrode-electrolyte interfaces. The
results are correlated with the electrochemi-cal performance and with the SEI composition
obtained by in-house and synchro-tron-based photoelectron spectroscopy (PES).
The results demonstrate that the poor swellability of these water-soluble binders leads to
a protection of the active material, given that the surface coverage is high and the binder
evenly distributed. Although on the laboratory scale electrode formu-lations with a high binder
content are common, they have little practical use in commercial devices due to the high content
of inactive material. As the binder con-tent is decreased, complete surface coverage is more
difficult to achieve and the binder distribution is more strongly coupled to the particle-binder
interactions during the preparation process. Moreover, it is demonstrated in this thesis how these
inter-actions are related to the surface area of the electrode components applied, the surface
composition and the electrochemistry of the electrode. As a result of the smaller binder contents
the benefits provided by CMC-Na and PAA at the electrode surface are compromised and the
performance differs less distinctly from electrodes fabricated with the conventional binder, i.e.
poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVdF). Composites of alloying and conversion materials, on the
other hand, typically em-ploy binders in larger amounts. Despite the frequently noted resiliency
to volume expansion, which is also a positive side effect of the poor swellability of the binder in
the electrolyte, the protection of the surface and the formation of a more stable interface are the
major cause for the improved electrochemical behaviour, com-pared to electrodes employing
PVdF binders.
Keywords: binder, CMC-Na, PAA, graphite, silicon, lithium-ion battery, photoelectron
spectros-copy
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General
LIB
EV
HEV
S.A.

lithium-ion battery
electric vehicle
hybrid electric vehicle
surface area

Chemicals
CB
CMC-Na
DMC
DEC
DME
DOL
EC
HOPG
KB
LCO
LFP
LNMC
LP40
LTO
NMP
PAA
PAA-Na
PC
PS
PVdF
PVdF-HFP
PVP
SBR
TFSI

carbon black
carboxymethyl cellulose sodium salt
dimethyl carbonate
diethyl carbonate
1,2-dimethoxyethane
1,3-dioxolane
ethylene carbonate
highly ordered pyrolytic graphite
Ketjenblack (‘superconductive’ carbon black)
lithium cobalt oxide, LiCoO2
lithium iron phosphate, LiFePO4
lithium nickel-manganese-cobalt oxide, LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2
common non-aqueous electrolyte formulation, comprising
1 M LiPF6 in DMC and EC (v/v = 1:1)
lithium titanate, Li4Ti5O12
N-methylpyrrolidone
poly(acrylic acid)
poly(sodium acrylate)
poly propylene
polysulfides, Sx2poly(vinylidene difluoride)
poly(vinylidene difluoride-hexafluoropropane)
poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone)
styrene-butadiene rubber
bis(trifluoromethane sulfonimide)

Electrochemistry
A
C
C.E.
CV
DoD
I
Q
SEI
SHE
SOC
V
E

Ampere (SI unit), [A] = C/s
Coulomb, 1 C = 6.24 · 1018 electrons
Coulombic efficiency, Qdischarge/Qcharge
cyclic voltammetry
depth of discharge
current
charge per unit weight (mAh g-1), =
solid-electrolyte interphase
standard hydrogen electrode
state of charge
Volt (SI unit), [V] = J/C
electrochemical potential

Analysis
ASF
EDX
EIS
IMFP
PES
SEM
XPS

atomic sensitivity factor
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
inelastic mean free path
photoelectron spectroscopy
secondary electron microscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Introduction

Anthropogenic climate change caused by consumption of fossil fuels and
emission of greenhouse gases has become a central scientific and political
challenge of our generation and the generations to come1. In the light of continuous economic growth and a growing global population2 energy consumption and hence the concentration of greenhouse gases is expected to rise further in the coming decades3. Renewable means of power generation could
greatly reduce these emissions in the future4. However, the intermittent nature of such energy generators, e.g. wind or solar power, requires highly
efficient, large-scale energy storage technologies in order to balance the
electrical grid, i.e. to level the peak load5–7. Today only 1 % of the global
energy production is put into interim storage8. Electrochemical energy storage systems are attractive solutions due to their scalability, pollution-free
operation, high efficiencies and long cycle life9–11 and are likely to play a
key role for load leveling to accommodate daily peak loads in the grid6. The
transportation sector currently accounts for about 20 % of all greenhouse gas
emissions, a figure which needs to be greatly reduced in the future by use of
(hybrid) electrical vehicles (HEVs and EVs) or fuel cell powered vehicles12.
Light, flexible and high energy density energy storage devices are attractive
candidates for vehicle applications.
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) rapidly conquered significant parts of the energy storage market after their commercialization in 199110,13,14. Lithium
exhibits the lowest electrochemical potential of all elements (-3.04 V vs.
SHE), thus yielding high cell voltages15. The light lithium ion allows for
superior storage capacities9. To date the energy density of LIBs (cell voltage
× capacity, by weight or volume), is larger than that of any rivalling rechargeable battery system, e.g. Pb-acid or Ni-metal hydride. Their large energy density is reflected in various recent incidents where battery failure lead
to violent thermal runaways, such as in the case of mobile phones16.
Most applications, including portable user electronics, stationary energy
storage (for the electrical grid) and electrical vehicles, require high volumetric energy densities so as to maximize the capacity in a confined space7,17.
The amount of stored energy in a state-of-the-art LIB has more than doubled
since its introduction 7,15, while the costs per kWh has decreased substantially, i.e. 10-fold to about 300-350 $/kWh15,18. However, this goal was primarily achieved by improvements in cell engineering (e.g. cell packaging)19.
From a materials perspective, LIBs appear to approach an intrinsic limit
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owing to capacity restrictions of the electrochemical active components currently used15. The typical EV driving range currently lies, with exceptions,
between 150 and 200 km per charge (90-100 Wh/kg and 450 kg battery
weight)20, and are to date not competitive with combustion engines or fuel
cell cars8. Furthermore, substantial amounts of energy are required (~400
kWh) for material extraction, synthesis and battery manufacturing, accounting for CO2 emissions of 75 kg/kWh of LIB8.
Novel, so-called ‘post-LIB’ cell concepts are currently explored, involving light non-metal positive electrode materials, namely sulfur and oxygen.
The abundance of these materials could potentially reduce the costs of lithium batteries15, help to produce batteries more energy efficient8 and might
raise current energy densities multifold21,22. Table 1 compares theoretical
capacities and energy densities based on the pure electrode materials for
some established battery systems and lithium batteries as a first figure of
merit. A more detailed analysis can be found elsewhere15,17.
Table 1. Cell characteristics of selected battery systems.
Battery

Specific capacities
Cathode[1]
Anode[1]

Energy densities
Vcell
gravimetric volumetric
(Wh/kg)
(Wh/L)

Lead-acid

PbSO4•H2O
(167/1051)

PbSO4•H2O
(167/1051)

167
(40-45)[2]

1051

2.0

Nickel-Metal
Hydride

LaNi5H6[3]
(306/1531)

Ni(OH)2
(289/1156)

178
(76)[4]

790
(275)[4]

1.2

Li-Ion

Graphite
(372/818)

LiCoO2
(140/700)
LiFePO4
(170/612)

386.5
(120)[5]
408.4

1433.7
(285)[5]
1225.5

3.8
3.5

Li-S

Li
(3884/2074)

Li2S
(1167/1937)

1973.6

2203.3

2.2

Li-O2
(non-aqueous
& aqueous)

Li
(3884/2074)

Li2O2
(1798/3620)
LiOH•H2O
(1276/1952)

3565.3

3824.4

2.9

3266.1

3419.7

3.4

[1] values given in brackets: theoretical gravimetric capacity & volumetric capacity, respectively
[2] practical achievable energy density, ref23
[3] Zuettel, A. (2003) Materials for hydrogen storage, Materials today, 6, 24-33
[4] Twicell HR-4/3A (3500 mAh) of SANYO
[5] US17670 4/3A-Battery (1200 mAh) of SONY Energytec Inc.
The gravimetric and volumetric energy densities refer to the discharged state. Note that Li-S and
Li-O2 cells are usually assembled in their charged states. The energy densities were calculated
on the basis of E = (Cc*Ca)*Vcell/(Cc+Ca); Cc/a: specific capacities of the cathode and anode
respectively, Vcell: average cell potential based on thermodynamic data at 298 K21.Practical
energy densities are about a quarter to one half lower than their theoretical values due to additional weight and volume from cell packaging, current collectors, electrolyte, etc.
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State-of-the-art Lithium-Ion Batteries
A common configuration for LIBs is a graphite negative electrode† and a
lithium cobalt oxide (LCO, LiCoO2) positive electrode. The system is commonly referred to as the ‘rocking chair’ battery, since Li-ions are moving
back and forth between the two electrodes (Figure 1). On the graphite side,
Li-ions intercalate between graphene layers while on the cathode side ions
are inserted into vacant sites in the crystal structure under change of the oxidation state of the transition metal. Furthermore, by applying non-aqueous
electrolytes it is possible to overcome the cell potential limitations encountered in water-based battery systems and hence greatly enhance the energy
density. LIB electrolytes employ aliphatic carbonates with high anodic stabilities as solvents and a lithium salt with a weakly or non-coordinating anion. The general redox reaction for this LIB system is given by:
LixCn
Li1-xCoO2 + x Li+ + x e-

⇆ x Li+ + n C + x e⇆ LiCoO2

The combination graphite||LCO is predominantly found in today’s mobile
devices. Increasing demands on battery lifetime, energy density and price,
for instance for electrical vehicles (EV) challenge LCO as the positive electrode material. Co raises safety concerns24, is costly25 and mined under ethically questionable conditions in some parts of the globe26. It is therefore
favorable to displace LCO by cheaper, environmentally more benign electrode materials27. The capacity of transition metal oxide cathodes is yet a
major limitation to higher energy densities (table 1).
Lithium-ion batteries are assembled in the discharged state, meaning that
the Li inventory is stored in the positive electrode. On the first charge the
graphite electrode is lithiated. The processes occurring at the interface between the negative electrode and electrolyte during the first lithiation are
decisive for the stability of the cell: at potentials below 1 V vs. Li+/Li the
formation of a surface layer is observed, the so-called solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI)28, which protects the anode from irreversible reactions on consecutive cycles. Unfortunately, upon repeated cycling of the battery cracking
of this layer leads to continued side reactions and thus loss of lithium inventory. In this respect, the presence of the SEI is both a blessing and a curse to
the stability of LIBs.
The development of new strategies to prolong the negative electrode life
and to maintain its high capacity by improving the properties of this interphase therefore remains a topic of high interest to the battery community,
even after nearly 25 years since the introduction of the first LIB.
†

The terms anode and cathode are frequently used as (ambiguous) synonyms for the negative
and positive electrode, respectively. By definition the anode drives the oxidation and the
cathode the reduction. Hence the negative electrode is only the anode on discharge. The term
negative electrode, however, is always defined as the electrode with the lower redox-potential.
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Figure 1. Principle of a ‘rocking chair battery’. Upon discharge Li, which is intercalated between the individual graphite layers is oxidized (LiC6 → C6 + Li+ + e-) and
leaves the electrode. At the positive electrode Li-ions are inserted into the host structure of the inorganic material due to change of the oxidation state of the metal ion
(e.g. Co4+ + e- → Co3+). Electrons move through an external circuit to perform work,
while ions travel through the electrolyte in order to preserve charge balance.

Commonly Used Negative Electrode Materials
Graphite. It is the most commonly used negative electrode because of its
high durability in combination with carbonate-based electrolytes. The material exhibits a theoretical specific capacity of 372 Ah/kg and charge density
of 837 Ah/L. The average delithiation potential lies at 0.125 V vs. Li+/Li and
is thus close to that of neat lithium metal, which is why graphite is attractive
for high energy density batteries.
The insertion of lithium into this material, the so-called intercalation (lat.
intercalare – insert (day or month) in the calendar), is a phenomena observed frequently for layered structures, particularly graphite and transition
metal dichalcogenides29 (e.g. TiS2). Atoms, ions or small molecules squeeze
into the interplanar space of two neighboring graphene layers. The reversible
electrochemical intercalation of lithium into graphite was first reported by
Yazami and Touzain in 198330. The intercalation occurs in a periodically
repeating stacking pattern of occupied and unoccupied layers. This process is
hence related to topotactic reactions in a given (crystalline) superstructure31.
The range of known graphite intercalation compounds is vast, but the most
prominent intercalants are the alkali metal ions Li+, K+, Rb+ and Cs+. Metallic intercalants are commonly referred to as donor compounds as they transfer electrons to the graphite imparting the characteristic metallic and optical
properties (e.g. KC8 is bronze-colored)32. Li+ intercalates reversibly at low
potentials and ambient temperatures. Hence, graphite represents an ideal
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storage material33. As shown recently, intercalation of Na becomes thermodynamically favorable by co-intercalation of ethers34.
Lithium intercalation proceeds primarily at the prismatic surfaces (edgeplanes)35 via phase transitions between the fixed lithium-to-carbon ratios
LixC6 (x = 0.22 (III), 0.33 (II L), 0.5 (II), 1 (I)), which are commonly referred to as stages (stage indices indicated in roman numerals)36. Each stage
is uniquely characterized by its stoichiometry, crystal structure and electrochemical potential33. Under galvanostatic control the different stages of lithium intercalation appear as flat regions in the chronopotentiograms (Figure
2) due to the presence of coexisting phases during a phase transition (see
also Methodology section)37.

Figure 2. Structure of lithiated graphite (left) and electrochemical-related changes at
the electrode surface during lithiation and delithiation of a graphite electrode.

Silicon (Si). By virtue of its high theoretical gravimetric capacity of 3589
Ah/kg and volumetric capacity of 2194 Ah/L (Li15Si4) Li-Si alloys have received much attention lately17,38. The average delithiation voltage of silicon
is 0.4 V vs. Li+/Li17. However, in terms of energy density the gain in capacity outweighs the smaller voltage window as compared to graphite17.
The lithiation of silicon proceeds via two major phases once the initial
crystalline Si is converted to amorphous Si (a-Si) in the first few cycles38,39.
During the alloying reaction the Li content is increasing progressively. The
alloying in step A (high-voltage lithiation) has its onset at around 0.2 V, in
which amorphous Si forms a Li-poor phase (a-LixSi). As the alloying proceeds the average Li content increases, generating amorphous Li-rich Si
alloys (a-Lix+ySi), which ultimately are converted into a crystalline phase (cLi15Si4) phase in a second step B below potentials of around 0.05 V (lowvoltage lithiation). Its formation is kinetically controlled17,40,41, since the
phase is metastable and is not observed under equilibrium conditions in the
Li-Si phase diagram42,43. It has been reported that c-Li15Si4 is capable of accommodating excess amounts of Li, yielding a reactive c-Li15+δSi4 alloy40.
step A: a-Si + x Li+ + x estep B: LixSi + y Li+ + y e-

→ a-LixSi
→ a-Lix+ySi / c-Li15Si4

E < 0.2 V
E < 0.05 V
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step B’: a-Lix+ySi / c-Li15Si
step A’: a-LixSi

→ a-LixSi + y Li + y e→ a-Si + x Li + x e-

E > 0.3 V
E > 0.5 V

Upon delithiation, the Li-rich Si alloys (a-Lix+ySi, c-Li15Si4) are first converted back to Li-poor Si alloys at around 0.3 V vs. Li/Li+ (step B’; low-voltage
delithiation) and finally to a-Si at a voltage of about 0.5 V vs. Li/Li+ (step
A’; high-voltage delithiation)39.
The major difficulty with alloying materials, such as silicon, is their tremendous volume expansion during lithiation (Li15Si4: 280 %), leading to
electrode disintegration in course of particle redistributions during expansion
and contraction44–46. Particle rearrangements may compromise the electrode
wiring in the electrode on consecutive cycles47,48, which ultimately decreases
the number of particles that take part in the electrochemical reaction49. Even
at moderate degrees of lithiation, the induced stress due to volume expansion
is significant and causes cracking of the SEI layer50, thus promoting continued electrolyte decomposition. The results are low coulombic efficiencies
and rapid capacity loss. Strategies to mitigate the effects of volume expansion include buffering the expansion by reducing the total amount of active
material in the composite electrode44, limiting the total amount of lithium in
the alloy (capacity limitation)39, the use of nanosized materials, particularly
with tailored dimensions51, electrode binders52–55 and electrolyte additives56
for improved SEI formation.
Lithium titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO). As for most transition metal oxides
(see below) its capacity is comparatively low (179 Ah/g or 615 Ah/L). Owing to the high operation voltage of 1.55 V vs. Li+/Li the LTO electrodes are
inherently safer and operate within the stability window of the electrolyte.
Unfortunately the energy density is thereby reduced dramatically19,57. The
absence of a SEI in the ‘classical’ sense58 and its spinel-type structure
(Li[Li1/3Ti5/3]O4), which allows rapid solid state Li+-diffusion, lead to superior rate-capability19,59. LTO||LFP full cells have been demonstrated to cycle
reversibly for thousands of cycles60. Because of its comparatively high operation voltage, LTO is being widely investigated as negative electrode in
combination with a ‘high-voltage’ positive electrode (e.g. lithium manganese
nickel oxide)19, thereby preserving a high energy density. This approach,
however, poses challenges to other cell components such as the electrolyte.
In primary lithium batteries, LTO is even used as a positive electrode versus
lithium metal.

Positive Electrode Materials
In general, positive electrode materials are divided into three categories: 1)
inorganic materials, ii) small organic molecules61 and iii) polymers62,63. The
most commonly used types of materials in LIBs so far are transition metal
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oxides and chalcogenides of the general form LixMaXb (M=transition metal,
X=O,S,Se)36,64. These materials provide a host structure into which guest
ions can be inserted/extracted reversibly (topotactic reaction). Typically, one
or more moles of alkaline ions per mole of MaXb can be stored at ambient
temperatures, yielding specific capacities of 100-200 mAh/g for most structures65. The crystallographic structure changes to only limited degrees during
this process. Three major families of structures (Figure 3) can be distinguished based on their crystallographic characteristics that control the electronic conductivity (density of states and positions of the valence bands)65
and ionic transport (ion diffusion framework host (1D, 2D or 3D) or a skeleton structure (Goodenough et al.66)57: 1) layered oxides65,67, 2) olivine compounds68–70 and 3) spinels71–73. References19,60,65,74,75 provide detailed discussions on this topic.

Figure 3. Crystal structures of the three most commonly used metal oxide-based
positive electrode materials for LIBs. Lithium ions are indicated as orange spheres.

The Solid-Electrolyte Interphase (SEI)
The decomposition of aliphatic carbonates at low potentials at the negative
electrode leads to the deposition of insoluble compounds on the electrode
surface that – in the ideal case – prevent further electrolyte decomposition
and solvent co-intercalation on following cycles76. This interfacial layer is
referred to as the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI)28.
LIBs employing graphite electrodes are typically operated in liquid carbonate-based electrolytes comprising mixtures of ethylene carbonate (EC)
and various linear carbonates, e.g. dimethyl- or diethylcarbonate
(DMC/DEC). Owing to its high reactivity, the reduction of EC results in the
formation of insoluble products, namely Li2CO3 and (CH2OCO2Li)276,77.
Many of the other decomposition products observed in the SEI layer, such as
LiF, polyethers (-R-O-), alkyl fluorides (R-F), alkoxides (ROLi) and carboxylates and esters (-C(=O)O-R)76,78, can be formed by electron-transfer reactions at the electrode or chemically by reaction of carbonates with trace
amounts of HF, PF5 or O=PF3. These compounds are formed from the most
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frequently used electrolyte salt LiPF6. HF is a common byproduct of the
LiPF6 synthesis and can also be generated during the thermal decomposition
of the PF6- anion to PF5, which further reacts to O=PF3 in presence of trace
amounts of water79–81. Because of the strong oxophilicity of phosphorous,
these compounds bind readily to the carbonate oxygens and give rise to catalytic cascade of reactions that degrade the solvent82–85.
Common SEI layer thicknesses are in the range of a few nanometers86.
Therefore highly surface-sensitive analytical tools, such as photoelectron
spectroscopy (PES), are applied to probe the electrode surface. PES studies
have shown that the SEI layer thickness varies considerably with state of
charge (SOC)87,88, which is ascribed to repeated dissolution and reprecipitation of some of the components in the interphase89. Moreover, depth
profiling studies found a larger content of inorganic material near the electrode surface, in the ‘inner’ SEI layer, whereas the content of organic material increases progressively with the distance from the surface90. Ultimately,
the SEI composition, i.e. the relative proportions of SEI compounds, depends on the reactivity of the electrolyte solvents employed (i.e. the rate of
reduction) as it affects the growth rate of the surface deposit76,91.
An effective SEI is thin, exhibits a high ionic conductivity (rapid Li+diffusion across the interface) and is elastic in order to avoid cracking. Although the volume expansion of graphite particles during Li intercalation is
comparatively small (>10 %)17, stress-induced cracking of the passivation
layer may still occur. This gives rise to continued irreversible reactions that,
in the long term, consume a considerable amount of the lithium inventory.
The degree of irreversible reactions on the electrode surface is also affected
adversely by high surface areas, as more surface has to be covered by the
SEI92.
Small amounts of sacrificial electrolyte additives can be effective in forming thinner layers with improved properties. The general principle of most
electrolyte additives is an early decomposition of the compound, prior to any
breakdown of major electrolyte components (‘reaction-type additive’93).
Carbonates94–98, sulfoxides99–103 and sulfones104 are the most prominent examples. Alternatively, the SEI properties can be improved by surface modifications105–107 or so-called artificial SEI-layers (generated prior to operation)108–110.
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Functional Polymers as Electrode Binders

Polymers are a versatile class of materials that penetrate our society in everyday life. Unlike any other class of materials, polymers represent functionality and flexibility because of easy processing in nearly any form and shape
desired and the ability to tailor properties by choosing from a vast variety of
readily available building blocks. Most polymers are organic, which limits
their applications to temperature ranges between -100 and +300° C, i.e. the
relevant range for applications in commodity products.
Classic polymers, such as polyethylene (PE) or poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), are well-known from plastic bags and bottles. The majority
of polymers, however, remain shapeless and unrecognized entities, yet they
take an active role in providing the physical or chemical properties desired.
This subgroup is commonly referred to as functional polymers. They are
recognized by their effect on a system or their specific role in a system rather
than their appearance as an (physical) object – frequently invisible and inconspicuous111. The physical, chemical, biological or pharmacological properties of a functional polymer depend on the (chemical) nature of their constituents – the monomers112. They are commonly classified as 1) anionic, 2)
cationic, 3) neutral, hydrophilic and 4) neutral hydrophobic111, depending on
which structural properties the monomers carry (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Overview of different categories of monomers for functional polymers.

The most common procedure to fabricate electrodes is by blending the active
material and conductive additive powders with a binder in a fluid medium,
which is then cast on to the current collector. The resulting composites are
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scaled up easily, enabling electrode fabrication at low costs. Electrode binders are high-molecular polymers with molecular weights of several hundred
thousand to several million grams per mole in order to provide coherent particle-polymer networks. In particle dispersions and suspensions they may act
as surfactants that assist in homogenizing the suspension. They may also
improve the coating adhesion and coherence of the composite. Ideally, the
above mentioned properties are provided at a minimum amount of binder, as
the binder adds dead weight to the cell.
The functionality of the polymer can be tailored to the desired role of the
polymer in the composite electrode. Today, the favorable impacts of functionalized binders on the surface chemistry at the electrode-electrolyte interface, particularly for alloying anode materials55 and post-LIB cell chemistries113–115, is widely acknowledged.

The “Gold Standard” – Poly(vinylidene difluoride)
The traditional binder for LIB electrodes is poly(vinylidene difluoride)
(PVdF) and copolymers of the vinylidene difluoride (VdF) and hexafluoropropylene (HFP) monomers, so-called PVdF-HFP (Kynar® or KynarFlex®),
with refined mechanical properties.
It is argued that its chemical inertness, adhesion strength to particles and
the current collector are the main advantages of PVdF(-HFP)116. However, a
closer look at the polymer properties shows that the polymer swells extensively in the presence of the electrolyte, thus losing much of its mechanical
benefits117. In fact, due to its good swellability PVdF(-HFP) polymers have
been widely investigated as gel polymer electrolytes118,119. As a consequence
the adhesion properties are affected adversely120, unless the polymer is further modified121. Electrode fabrication generally requires dissolution in toxic
and high-boiling solvents, like N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) causing additional expenses and safety issues during the fabrication of electrode coatings
and waste disposal122,123. Furthermore, fluorinated polymers raise safety concerns in the event of a thermal runaway due to the exothermic formation of
LiF and the possible release of HF124–126. In terms of environmental compatibility, fluorinated hydrocarbons are poor choices as they are foreign to nature and thus persistent127.

Water-based Binders for Negative Electrodes
There are three established alternative electrode binders for the negative
electrode: sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC-Na), poly(acrylic acid)
(PAA-H) and its sodium salt poly(sodium acrylate) (PAA-Na) as well as the
latex styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR). The chemical structures of these binders are depicted in Figure 5. These binders are water-processable and thus
environmentally more benign and, as they are industrially relevant chemi26

cals128, inexpensive (e.g. CMC-Na: 1-2 EUR/kg) as compared to PVdFbased polymers (15-18 EUR/kg)123. CMC-Na was introduced by Drofenik et
al. in 2003 as a part of a broader study on surface modified graphite particles
involving a range of cellulose-based binders and gelatin105,106,129,130. Their
finding showed that small amounts of gelatin or CMC-Na binder (a few
wt.%) can suffice to reduce the irreversible capacity losses. The authors concluded that electrode fabrication with water-soluble binders leads to a binder
coating on the graphite particles106 and favorable SEI growth during cell
cycling105,130. Lee et al. used CMC-Na in small amounts, as a thickener, in
order to adjust the viscosity of slurries containing SBR and natural graphite
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. This function was ascribed to the pH-dependent swellability of the binder, which is, incidentally, highest in deionized water. Hence, CMC-Na provides a networking effect that promotes homogenous particle dispersion and
coherent electrode coatings.
In a series of related studies by Komaba and coworkers the superior stability of graphite electrodes processed with PAA-based binders was highlighted132–134. PAA-H has a considerably smaller impact on the viscosity of
the slurry, but the rheology can be readily adjusted by deprotonating the
polymer to yield the corresponding polyacrylate, e.g. the sodium salt (PAANa). Previous studies by the same group demonstrated that the presence of
Na salts in the electrolyte or at the electrode interface results in improved
electrochemical properties107,135,136.
The interest in CMC-Na and PAA picked up when the research on Si and
Sn electrodes was stepped up52,117,137–142, since these polymers seem more
suited in accommodating large volume changes and in maintaining a stable
SEI layer117,134,143. A lot of the understanding regarding binder interactions in
LIBs and how they modify the electrode surface is based on the research of
alloying electrode materials.
Hence, the use of polyelectrolytes can include several positive aspects into a single polymer, which has initiated increased interest in exploring novel
electrode binders53,54,144,145 and synthetic strategies for tailor-made binder
materials for battery applications146–148.

Figure 5. Chemical structures of the four most commonly used binders for negative
electrodes.
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Scope of this Thesis

In comparison to the classical picture of the binder being a largely inactive
component in composite electrodes, it has been reported that these polymers
can in fact actively influence or even control the surface layer formation at
the electrode-electrolyte interface.
In this thesis the three most commonly used binders for negative electrode
materials, namely poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVdF), carboxymethyl cellulose sodium salt (CMC-Na) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) are studied in
terms of the electrode fabrication process by slurry casting and their role in
the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation in both half- and full cell
setups.
The rheological aspects of binders in electrode slurries are of great importance for the production of uniform and reproducible electrode coatings
with an even mass loading distribution across the current collector foil. Both
laboratory and pilot scale electrode slurries are studied within the framework
of this thesis. The electrode morphology and coating adhesion of dried electrodes is largely affected by the distribution and adhesion strength of the
binder, and is investigated for several negative electrode materials by scanning electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. Morphological differences between electrodes fabricated with different types and
amounts of binder are correlated to the electrochemical behavior in graphite||lithium half cells and graphite||LiFePO4 full cells, respectively.
Because the binder is located at the surface of the active material in a
composite electrode, it has a strategically important role in the formation of
the SEI layer. A dense, uniform and ion conducting interphase is paramount
for long cycle life and high capacity retention. The electrode-electrolyte
interface of cycled electrodes is therefore studies in better detail by applying
photoelectron spectroscopy.
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Methodology

Electrochemical Analysis of Batteries
Electrode materials for lithium-ion batteries are examined electrochemically
in half cell and full cell configurations149. A half cell refers to an electrochemical cell, where the counter-reference electrode is a lithium metal electrode. As the term ‘counter-reference’ suggests, lithium acts as both a reference electrode and as counter electrode that provides a constant redox potential, a vast excess of Li and fast electron-transfer kinetics. The working electrode can thus be studied with a minimum influence of the counter electrode
on the electrochemical behavior. A full cell is a test cell that employs a negative and positive Li-ion electrode material. In contrast to half cells, the two
electrodes are matched in terms of capacity (finite Li inventory) and voltage
for maximum energy or power density, depending on the application. The
definition therefore does not exclude metallic lithium as the negative electrode. The performance characteristics of a full cell are closer to those of an
actual prototype battery. However, electrochemical data for either of the
electrodes alone cannot be acquired, unless the setup is extended by a third
(reference) electrode. The following sections describe the electrochemical
characterization techniques applied in this thesis.

Galvanostatic Cycling
Galvanostatic cycling is a controlled current technique in which a cell is
cycled between two voltage limits, which mark the end points of the cell
reaction. The measured cell voltage is both a function of the charge passed
and the time. The voltage limits are chosen as to prevent or restrict possible
unwanted, irreversible reactions in highly oxidative or reductive potential
regions. The rate of charge and discharge, i.e. the current applied, is typically
given in equivalents of the total capacity of the working electrode (or the
cell) per time unit (in hours) and is referred to as the ‘C-rate’. ‘C’ is a placeholder for the specific capacity of the electrode, based on the mass loading
of the active material and its theoretical capacity. A C-rate of 2C refers to a
current density that charges/discharges the cell completely in half an hour,
whereas a C-rate of C/2 corresponds to a complete charge/discharge in 2
hours. An alternative way is to report the current density in terms of the
number of lithium ions (de)inserted per formula unit and time.
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The parameters of interest are the charge (Qch) and discharge (Qdc) capacity per cycle, the dependence of capacity on the current density (ratecapability), the capacity-voltage profile and the corresponding voltage hysteresis (Figures 6a-c) as well as the energy and charge efficiency. The latter is
also commonly referred to as coulombic efficiency and calculated as the
ratio between Qdc and Qch.

The Voltage Profile Shape
The voltage profile is characteristic for each electrode material. In Figure 6
profile shapes of the three commonly used negative electrode materials,
namely LTO (single plateau), graphite (multi-step) and Si (sloping) are
shown.
Thermodynamically, the measurement of the cell voltage versus the
charged passed can also be regarded as the measurement of the chemical potential, µ, of the intercalation or insertion compound as a function of Li content. According to the Nernst equation the potential decreases when ions are
added to the host, which can be understood in terms of decreasing entropy
when ions fill vacancies in the host material150. At the end of an insertion/intercalation process, the minimum entropy is reached (maximum occupation), which is the cause for a rapid drop in the electrode potential (e.g. Figure
6c). The slope of the voltage profile depends on the interactions between inserted and intercalated ions151, respectively. In a solid, the concentration of the
redox couple can be very high due to the proximity of the ions in the lattice
(e.g. LixCoO2 ~50 M). With increasing Li content, the repulsive ionic interactions may become significant, and a steeper potential slope is observed.

Figure 6. Voltage profiles of a charge-discharge cycle of a half cell employing
graphite (a), silicon (b) or LTO (c) as negative electrode material (electrolyte: 1 M
LiPF6 in EC:DEC, v/v = 1:1).

The growth of a new phase leads to phase coexistence at intermediate Li
contents. A change in the Li concentration alters the relative amounts between these two phases but not their chemical composition (first-order tran30

sition)150. The Gibbs phase rule in the two-phase region of a binary system at
constant pressure and temperature demands no degrees of freedom (F = C –
P; C = P = 2). As a result, the potential is independent of the composition
and the voltage profile exhibits a flat plateau (e.g. insertion into LTO). When
several consecutive phase transitions occur, voltage steps are observed between the plateaus of different binary equilibrium phases (e.g. intercalation
into graphite). These so-called disorder-to-order transitions are ascribed to
the formation of single phase regions in the phase diagram. In case of the
alloying reaction with amorphous silicon (or tin), various compositions in a
narrow range of lithium contents can exists152. The individual steps are typically not resolved in cycling experiments, due to the high disorder in these
alloys, the narrow phase boundaries compositions and kinetic restrictions
under room temperature conditions.

Differential Capacity dQ/dV
In a narrow region around the phase transition, a single phase region exists,
indicated by a potential drop to a new plateau (two-phase system; see Figure
6a) or the slope of the voltage profile changes. Over the narrow capacity
range of the phase transition the potential drops faster. The ratio between the
change in capacity (dQ) per potential increment (dE), dQ/dE, can indicate
phase transitions in an electrode material during cycling. Analysis of the
‘differential capacity’ (plots of dQ/dE versus E; Figure 7a) can be conveniently obtained from galvanostatic cycling experiments and are therefore a
useful complementary tool to understand the electrochemical processes in an
electrochemical cell. Using automated data analysis, maps of dQ/dE versus
E and cycle number can be generated. In this way, failure modes can be
identified as the cell cycles. The example of a silicon electrode (delithiation)
in Figure 7 illustrates the steps from a voltage profile to individual dQ/dE
plots, to heat map- (Figure 7b) or waterfall-type (Figure 7c) representations
of dQ/dE vs. both potential and cycle number. In this example, two different
delithiation reactions can be observed: the delithiation of Li-rich to Li-poor
Si alloys (step B’) and the proceeding reaction to amorphous Si (step A’).

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
Electrochemical or AC impedance spectroscopy is an ‘in situ’, non-steady
state technique to study electrochemical processes in different
time/frequency, domains.
In an impedance experiment, a sinusoidal potential perturbation with an
amplitude of |E| ≈ 10 – 20 mV, E(t), is applied and the current response, I(t),
monitored. Attenuation of the amplitude (|I|) and the phase shift (θ) between
the phase of the potential bias and the current response are a measure of the
energy dissipation (resistance) and storage (capacitance) in the cell.
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Figure 7. Representations of the differential capacity (dQ/dE) of a Si||Li half cell: a)
‘conventional’ dQ/dE plot for a single cycle (only delithiation reaction shown), b)
conversion to a heat map-type plot where dQ/dE is plotted vs. E and cycle number
(2D-projection of c), c) waterfall-type representation of dQ/dE vs. E and cycle number. The plots in a) are ‘slices’ in the map of b) and c), respectively.

Figure 8. Comparison between the simulated Randles equivalent circuit model for
electrochemical reactions at the liquid/solid interface (a) and an extended Randles
circuit model, suggested by Gaberscek and coworkers153,154, for composite electrodes
in contact with a metal substrate and particles that are covered by a surface film. The
graphs show the Bode representation of Z’ and –Z’’ vs. frequency and the corresponding Nyquist plots (-Z’’ vs. Z’) in the relevant frequency range.
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Analogous to the ohmic resistance, the impedance, Z(t), of the electrode
(or electrolyte) is expressed as the ratio of potential and current as a function
of time and angular frequency (ω = 2πf):
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Z(t) can be expressed as a complex vector Z(ω). In Cartesian coordinates the
magnitude of Z(ω) at a given frequency comprises a ‘real’ term, Z’, which
corresponds to ohmic resistances (I in phase with E), and an ‘imaginary’
term, Z’’, that is ascribed to capacitive contributions (phase is shifted by Θ).
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Electrode reactions typically contain both contributions of capacitances (e.g.,
double layer) and resistances (e.g., charge transfer). In this respect they behave similar to an electrical circuit. For a semi-infinite, diffusion-controlled
Faradaic reaction at a solid/liquid electrode interface the ‘Randles’ equivalent circuit model is used, comprising of a double layer capacitance (Cdl),
(uncompensated) solution and charge-transfer resistance (Ru and Rct) as well
as a circuit element representing diffusional resistances (Warburg impedance, W). Depending on the frequency, one of the components (Rct, Cdl or
W) will limit the current through one of the branches of the equivalent circuit155. In a more complex system, like a battery with porous composite electrodes, additional contributions from the specific electrode properties (particle-particle and particle-current collector contacts, electrode density and
porosity) as well as surface deposits at the electrode-electrolyte interface
(particularly on negative electrode materials) must be considered in the
equivalent circuit model. Two such examples are shown in Figure 8, where
contact resistances and SEI formation are taken into account by extending
the Randles circuit model 154,156. These models also illustrate the complex
relationship between different circuit components when the model is modified to lithium-ion cells. As the complexity of the system grows, an increasing number of equivalent circuits may match the observed impedance spectrum and make a definite interpretation more difficult.

Scanning Electron Microscopy & Energy-dispersive Xray spectroscopy
Morphology and particle distributions were analyzed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS or
EDX). In an electron microscope the electrons are accelerated and focused
onto the sample surface. The interaction of impinging (primary) electrons
with matter can be divided into several classes: 1) elastic scattering, 2) inelastic scattering and 3) emission of electromagnetic radiation.
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Elastic scattering events lead to a deflection of the primary electron with
only minor energy loss; these are known as backscattered electrons (BSE).
The tendency to scatter electrons elastically increases with atomic number
(proportional to Z2) and is thus used to obtain elemental contrast (Figure 9a).
During inelastic scattering of primary electrons with valence or core level
electrons of a near-surface atom, the primary electron loses kinetic energy as
a result of the collision. This leads to the emission of X-ray radiation
(Bremsstrahlung) and an energy transfer to the bound electron involved in
the scattering process (the principle of conservation of energy applies).
When the energy gain is larger than the binding energy of the respective
electron, the electron is ejected from the atom (Figure 9b). The latter is referred to as a secondary electron (SE). SEs typically exhibit kinetic energies
of less than 50 – 100 eV, meaning that only SEs from surface near atoms
will escape from the surface. The escape depth is of the order of a few nm.
Unlike transmission electron microscopy, the magnification of SEM micrographs is not determined by optical magnification but by the number of
pixels in the probing area, i.e. the number of spots scanned within this area,
instead. The smallest resolvable distance between two neighboring probing
spots is given by the Rayleigh criterion and depends on the spot size of the
electrode beam. Therefore focusing (of the beam) is coupled to resolution
instead of magnification in a scanning electron microscope.

Figure 9. Interactions between impinging electrons (primary electrons) and X-ray
radiation with matter, respectively.

Lastly, the generation of core holes in the atom by primary electrons or adsorption of X-ray radiation results in recombination of core holes and electrons from higher valence bands under emission of electromagnetic (fluorescent) radiation of a discrete energy (Figure 9d). The emitted photons are
characteristic for the electronic states of the atom and can be analyzed according to wavelength or energy (wavelength- or energy-dispersive spectroscopy, WDX/EDX). Because of the smaller degree of interactions between X-rays and matter, the penetration depth of X-ray radiation of both
incident and emitted radiation is much higher (several micrometers). Results
from this analytical technique therefore reflect the properties of the bulk.
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Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PES)
One of the most surface sensitive analytical tools is photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) or X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), when a monochromated source (Al K-α or Mg K-α) generated by an X-ray tube is used. The
electrons are emitted from near-surface atoms when the surface is irradiated
by photons of sufficiently high energy. X-ray or synchrotron-based radiation
may induce photoemission due to ionization from core and valence level
orbitals (photoelectric effect; Figure 9c). In order to eject photoelectrons, the
electrons need to overcome an energy equivalent to the sum of the binding
energy and the work function (EB + Φ). The binding energy, EB, is the difference between the Fermi level and the core level energy and the work function, Φ, is the energy between the vacuum and Fermi level. The kinetic energy of the ejected electron is then determined by the difference between the
photon energy (hυ) and the energy required to reach the vacuum level:
Ekin = hυ - (EB + Φ)

(3)

The binding energy of a specific core level state is strongly dependent on the
chemical environment, i.e. the charge (electron density), of the investigated
atom. Therefore, photoelectron emission is a highly sensitive probe for the
chemical analysis of surfaces, for instance different chemical environments
or oxidation states of an atom157.
The escape depth of ejected photoelectrons is in the range of a few nanometers, i.e. the first 10–20 atomic layers of the sample surface. This is
related to the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of the photoelectrons, which is
defined as the average distance an electron can travel in a solid without losing energy158. Inelastically scattered electrons contribute to the background
intensity. It is paramount for the analysis that the photoelectrons preserve
their kinetic energy entirely in order to straightforwardly correlate it to the
binding energy before the excitation process157. The IMFP is a function of
the kinetic energy of the electron and to a lesser extent of the material properties159–161. It is observed that the IMFP function shows a minimum at
around 50 eV. Below 30 eV, the curves increases steeply, as energy losses
due to plasmon excitation become less probable. High kinetic energies on
the other hand accelerate the electron so that it resides for a shorter time
inside the solid, which in turn increases the IMFP as well157–159. The intensity
of the emitted photoelectron with a given kinetic energy is a function of the
distance d and the angle α relative to the surface and follows a first-order
exponential decay, according to the Beer-Lambert law:
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In the presence of a surface layer, such as the SEI, the thickness can be estimated after solving Eq. 4 for d. I0 is the intensity of the pristine electrode
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(directly exposed active material) and I(d) the remaining intensity when the
active material is covered by the surface layer. Depending on the photon
energy used, i.e. the analysis probe depth, the core level peak of the active
material can disappear if the material is buried under a thick surface layer.
According to Eq. 3, different radiation sources can vary the kinetic energy of
a specific photoelectron, which will in turn affect the IMFP. This way the
probing depth can be altered gradually in order to acquire depth resolved
information about the topmost surface layers. In this thesis two different
photon energies were used to perform the depth profiling of graphite electrodes: 1486.7 eV (monochromated Al K-α radiation) and 2300 eV (HIKE
endstation at the BESSY II synchrotron facility).
The core level peak intensities, i.e. the area between the peak and the
background, can also be used for quantification and to determine the relative
chemical composition of the surface layer of the sample. Because the photon
flux depends not only on the element itself and its concentration on the surface, but also on the photoionization cross-section and instrumental parameters, the intensities need to be corrected with a setup specific atomic sensitivity factor (ASF) for each emission line162. The atomic concentration cx, in a
multi-element sample is then the ratio between the ASF-corrected intensity
of an element x, IASF, x and the sum of all ASF-corrected intensities:
,

=∑

/
/
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Rheology of Polymer Solutions and Suspensions
The physical properties of fluids, solutions and suspensions are decisively
determined by their viscosity, i.e. their flow resistance due to internal friction, upon an applied shear force163. The shear viscosity is a material constant that is defined as the ratio between the applied shear force per area
(shear stress τ) and the rate of the deformation (shear rate γ)164:
η=τ/γ

(6)

In an ideal fluid the product of η·γ is constant, which corresponds to a socalled ‘Newtonian flow behavior’. Polymer solutions and particle suspensions or dispersions frequently show a time-dependent (shear rate dependent)
viscosity. Shear-thinning is observed when the viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate (pseudoplastic flow), whereas shear thickening occurs
when the viscosity increases with increasing shear rate (dilatant flow). A
time-dependent shear rate can be applied for instance by application of
torque in a rotational rheometer with a concentric cylinder163.
In the case of a polymer solution, the viscosity is linked to physical properties of the polymer, e.g. molecular weight, weight distribution or the radius
of gyration, and the concentration. The radius of gyration is the result of
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polymer-solvent interactions that determine the chain conformation, the
overlap concentration and the correlation length165. This relationship is also
reflected in the Mark-Houwink equation, which is the product of intrinsic
viscosity [η] and the molecular weight, Mv166:
[η] = KMvα

(7)

K and α are tabulated constants that are specific for the solvent system and
the polymer.

Figure 10. Relationship between intra- and interchain interactions of polymers in
solution and viscosity in dependence of the applied shear rate. For this example two
aqueous solutions of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) have been compared. A 35 wt.%
solution of PAA-H behaves nearly ideally over almost 5 orders of magnitude of the
shear rate. When the polymer is deprotonated significantly higher viscosities are
obtained at a much smaller polymer concentration.

Qualitatively, flow curves of polymer solution can be correlated relatively
easy to these parameters, as illustrated in Figure 10. When the polymer solution is very dilute or the solvent is a poor solvent for the polymer, then the
chain interacts mostly with the monomer units of the same polymer chain165.
In such cases the viscosity is determined primarily by the properties of the
solvent. When solvent-polymer interactions outweigh the interactions of
monomer units within the same chain, the chain stretches, i.e. the pervaded
volume increases. As the average distance between polymer chains becomes
smaller than the chain size, individual polymer coils start to interact with
each other, e.g., the chains entangle. This leads to a drastic change in the
rheological behavior of the polymer solution: the viscosity increases dramatically and the mechanical properties become time-dependent. When a solution behaves elastically on short time scales, i.e., it restores its shape after
application of shear and exhibits viscous flow at longer times, it is described
as viscoelastic166. This effect can be clearly recognized in flow curve measurements where the shear-rate dependent viscosity is measured (Figure 10).
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Entangled polymers for example can compensate for small deformations
(shear rates), but when the shear is increased the chains will start to align
according to the forced external motion, like combing hairs. The alignment
leads to a lower solution viscosity at higher shear rates (shear-thinning effect).
In analogy to impedance spectroscopy, a complex shear modulus G* can
be defined, which is a measure of the energy dissipation due to internal friction, and comprises of a storage modulus G’ (represents the elastic portion)
and a loss modulus G’’ (represents the viscous portion).
G* = G’ + iG’’

(8)

Elastic behavior is encountered when G’ > G’’; the energy of deformation is
stored in the material without overstressing it and the structure is reformed
after the load is released. The point where G’ = G’’ is called the yield point
and marks the point where the network forces are in balance with the external shear force. Beyond the yield point viscous flow is observed. In other
words, the shear force at the yield point is the minimum force that has to be
applied in order to make the material flow.
The time-dependent regeneration of the viscosity or the elastic state after
applied shear is known as thixotropy and is important to consider in the field
of coating technology. Fast regeneration of the viscosity can prevent good
leveling of the coating. On the other hand, if the regeneration is too slow, the
coating is prone to sagging and the targeted wet-layer thickness changes and
thus the targeted mass loading.
In a suspension comprising a dissolved polymer and solid particles, shear
thinning effects observed in the polymer solution can be further enhanced by
particle bridging through the polymer167, which promotes the formation of an
extended particle-polymer network pervaded by the dispersion medium. The
agglomeration or coagulation of dispersed particles by weak reversible interactions into large-sized clusters is termed flocculation112. Whether particle
dispersions are stabilized or flocculate depends, amongst other factors, on
the molecular weight distribution and concentration of the polymer dispersant168. Flocculated systems eventually phase separate. However, the viscosity and solid content of the suspension can greatly affect the sedimentation169.
The rheological properties of electrode slurries can be stable over days. Besides, the agglomeration is reversible and the suspension can be restored by
another mixing step prior to application.
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Binders in Electrode Composites

The function of electrode binders has long been reduced to the sole purpose
of reinforcing the particle blend of active material and conductive additive,
and of providing sufficient adhesion to the current collector substrate. While
these are clearly important features of any binder, their interplay with other
electrode components during slurry fabrication as well as their chemical
constitution can greatly affect both coating properties and electrochemical
performance.

Binder Distribution and Electrode Morphology
Composite electrodes are normally cast from suspensions comprising binder,
active material and a conductive additive. Apart from the choice of binder,
the dispersion medium170,171 and the processing parameters, such as the total
volume of the dispersion medium172,173, the solvent evaporation rate (film
solidification)174,175, the surface (and surface area) of the solid components176
or the type of mixing, can greatly affect the properties of an electrode slurry
and thus the final coating. Some of these parameters are difficult to control
or to optimize on a laboratory scale. As many variables as possible are therefore kept constant. This is a challenge in itself, considering that every new
binder material changes the properties of the slurry and thus the casting and
drying process. In this thesis, the distribution of the binder in composite
electrodes is the principle parameter to be considered. On the next (microscopic) level the binder distribution influences the electrode morphology,
which will be demonstrated for both LTO and silicon electrodes.

Binder Distribution in Graphite Composites
The binder distribution in the electrode depends mainly on the slurry preparation and the drying conditions. The binder is stabilizing suspended particles by surface adsorption, where a part of the polymer is physisorbed onto
the particle in one (‘trains’) or several (‘loops’) locations170,177. A polar polymer without charged functional groups will sterically repel other particles,
given that the surface is covered sufficiently and that a good solvent is used
(i.e. that solvent-polymer interactions are energetically more favorable than
polymer-polymer interactions)177. The repulsion is partly counteracted by
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bridging forces, which is a function of the solid content in the slurry (proximity between particles) and the molecular weight of the polymer170,177. In a
slurry containing nanosized particles (often the conductive additive) and
microsized particles (the active material), respectively, the surface coverage
is likely considerably higher for particles with high surface area (S.A.). Yoo
et al.170 ascribed the higher surface coverage to a larger number of interaction sites on particles with higher S.A. (more polar groups are available).

Figure 11. SEM micrographs, EDX maps and corresponding superimposed images
of graphite electrodes containing 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0 wt.% PVdF-HFP binder.

In Paper IV graphite:PVdF-HFP composites were prepared containing 2.5,
5 and 10 wt.% of binder, respectively, keeping the ratio between the conductive additive and active material constant. In order to investigate the distribution of the binder in the electrode, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) can be applied using the characteristic K-α line of fluorine that solely
originates from the electrode binder. This method was successfully applied
by Chong et al.178 in a previous study.
When EDX images of the different samples are compared with the corresponding SEM micrographs (Figure 11), it can be noted that accumulation
of binder occurs on spots where carbon black (CB) agglomerates can be
found. The signal becomes weaker, however, when the binder concentration
decreases, but concentration ‘hot spots’ are still observable. In this case, the
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polymer distribution may shift from a relatively even distribution (10 wt.%
binder) to being mostly located on the conductive additive (2.5 wt.%).
The carbon black (CB) with a surface area of around 60 m2 g-1, has a
much higher surface area than the microsized graphite particles and a stronger interaction with the smaller sized particles is thus expected170. Even if the
content in the overall composition is comparatively low (between 2.0 and 2.2
wt.%), the carbon black is potentially able to take up a significant amount of
the binder. In fact, Battaglia and coworkers suggested that the two components should be regarded as a combined entity rather than individual electrode components179,180. An optimum ratio of binder to carbon black can
provide both long-range electron pathways for improved electronic conductivity, while maintaining the mechanical integrity of the composite181–184.
When the water-soluble binders sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (CMCNa), poly(acrylic acid) (PAA-H) or the deprotonated poly(sodium acrylate)
(PAA-Na) are employed as binder instead (Paper I), electrostatic effects are
also expected. PAA-H and PAA-Na are commonly classified as charged,
hydrophilic polymers and CMC-Na is a common (biological) polyelectrolyte177. Additional variables therefore come into play, for example the degree
of dissociation and the pH. Bridging forces are influenced by the segment
Kuhn length, which depends on the ‘stiffness’ of the polymer backbone (e.g.
CMC-Na) as well as electrostatic repulsion between the charged groups on
the polymer (PAA-Na)133. Such effects, in turn, influence the viscosity of the
polymer solution or electrode slurry. Hence, it is expected that the binder
distribution changes accordingly, due to different polymer-particle interactions and altered slurry properties when moving from a hydrophobic binder
(PVdF) in an organic medium to polyelectrolytes in an aqueous medium.
In Paper I, EDX mapping of the Na and O K-α spectral lines was applied
to evaluate the distribution of CMC-Na and PAA-Na in electrodes containing 5 and 10 wt.% binder (Figure 12). PAA-Na in the 5 wt.% sample appeared to accumulate preferentially on the CB rather than on the active material, while CMC-Na covered the surface more evenly at low binder contents.
Furthermore, spots with increased X-ray emission and locations of agglomerated conductive additive coincided less frequently. As mentioned for the
case of PVdF-HFP, the higher surface area of the conductive additive may
play an important role in the distribution of the binder, particularly when the
active material exhibits a considerably smaller surface area (< 10 m2 g-1).
The pronounced accumulation of PAA-Na on the conductive additive may
also be understood in terms of its adhesion strength to surfaces. According to
Lee et al. the adhesion strength is about four times larger for PAA-H than for
CMC-Na, which the authors correlated to the higher density of carboxylic
groups on PAA-H131,185. The flexibility of the polymer should also be taken
into account when the surface coverage of the active material is discussed.
CMC-Na is by nature a ‘stiff’ polymer as a result of its carbohydrate backbone. In fact, molecular modeling of the adsorption of CMC-Na on a (polar)
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talc surface suggests that the polymer adsorbs in a ‘flat’ configuration186.
The considerably smaller monomer units in PAA provide a more flexible
hydrocarbon backbone. This might allow PAA(-Na) to adsorb more effectively onto a particular surface. However, previous studies showed that, unlike CMC-Na, the surface adsorption of PAA is strongly dependent on the
pH of the suspension and the particle surface187,188.

Figure 12. EDX maps of the Na (green) and O (blue) K-α Line and the corresponding SEM micrographs of pristine electrodes containing either 5 wt.% or 10 wt.% of
PAA-Na or CMC-Na. Copyright (2015), with permission from Elsevier.
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Impact of Particle Sizes and Surface Area on the Morphology
Based on the observations that binders interact more strongly with the conductive additive than with the graphite particles due to their different surface
areas, the question arises
How do the relative surface areas of the active material and the conductive
additive affect the binder distribution?
This question is addressed in Papers III and V. Graphite for battery electrodes may exhibit particle sizes of up to 50 µm in diameter. As evident from
the SEM micrographs (Figures 11 & 12), the morphology of these electrodes
differ little, although the percolated network of conductive additive can vary
with the type of binder. This is because in a composite containing components with significantly different particle sizes, the morphology is mostly
determined by the bigger particles. This situation changes when the dimensions of the active material approaches those of the conductive additive.
LTO:Carbon Black Composites
In this first example, discussed in Paper V, the chosen active material particles (Li4Ti5O12; LTO) exhibit particle sizes of ~100 to 300 nm (determined
by SEM). This is about one to two order(s) of magnitude smaller than the
graphite particles in the previous section, but still nearly one order of magnitude larger than those of the CB particles (Super P).
In Figure 13, LTO composites containing three different electrode binders
- PVdF-HFP, CMC-Na and PAA-Na - are compared by SEM and EDX.
Electrodes containing PAA-Na exhibit poor CB dispersion compared to the
CMC-Na and PVdF-HFP composites, although the CMC-Na composite
shows indications of some inhomogeneity as well. This is indicated both in
the SEM micrograph (darker areas indicate CB domains‡) and the corresponding EDX maps. The most homogeneous particle distribution in this
comparison is provided by PVdF-HFP. The impact of inhomogeneous mixing of the components is already apparent macroscopically with the bare eye,
as demonstrated in the photographs in Figure 1 in Paper V: composites with
a higher degree of particle dispersion appear darker and follow the order
PVdF-HFP (darkest) > CMC-Na > PAA-Na (brightest).
A major difference of LTO composites compared to graphite composites
is the polarity of the surface, since both graphite and CB exhibit comparatively hydrophobic surfaces, whereas the oxide LTO exhibits a polar surface.
This may alter the slurry characteristics. The same should apply to silicon
particles (vide infra) that have a negative surface potential at pH > 3 due to
the native silicon oxide layer49.

‡

LTO is an electronically insulating material and thus appears brighter under the electron
microscope than the conducting carbon black particles.
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Figure 13. SEM micrographs, EDX maps of the C and Ti K-Lines and the corresponding superimposed EDX and SEM images of pristine LTO composites, employing either PVdF-HFP (top row), CMC-Na (middle row) or PAA-Na (bottom row).

As mentioned above, CMC-Na with a relatively ‘stiff’ backbone likely gives
rise to more particle bridging, as compared to a flexible polymer backbone,
even though the surface charge would lead to electrostatic repulsion. Additionally the charge is more ‘diluted’ in CMC-Na, compared to the densely
grouped charges in PAA-Na. Therefore, adsorption of PAA-Na on CB might
be favored.
Silicon nano-composites
The silicon particles used in Paper III were laser synthesized from the vapor
phase, and exhibit particle sizes of < 50 nm (and surface areas between 70
and 100 m2 g-1). This puts the active material particles in about the same
range of surface area and dimension as the conductive additive, although inhouse gas adsorption measurements suggest that the true surface area of the
Si powder is somewhat smaller (~25 m2 g-1). The scanning electron micrographs in Figure 14 compare the electrode morphologies of the two silicon:carbon black:binder nano-composites.
The two electrode formulations do not show any notable difference under
the electron microscope. EDX mapping to evaluate the binder distribution is
not applicable in this case because of the native silicon oxide layer. The differences between the two formulations become more apparent in the next
section, where the electrochemical properties are studied.
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Figure 14. SEM micrographs of silicon:CB composite electrodes containing CMCNa (left) or PAA-H (right) as the binder. Copyright (2016), with permission from
Elsevier.

Both the results of the previous section (Paper I and IV) and the studies
by Lee et al.185 show that PAA(-Na) is a stronger surfactant than CMC-Na,
due to the higher density of functional groups and perhaps a more flexible
polymer backbone. In the case of silicon particles, the pH dependent zeta
potential plays an additional role for the surface coverage of the two polymers49 (the pH of both slurries was not adjusted by any buffer). A larger
surface area of either the conductive additive or the active material thus likely has an impact on the distribution and possibly also on the morphology.
This hypothesis was tested by replacing the CB (acetylene black, 60 m2 g-1)
with the high surface area conductive additive Ketjenblack (KB). KB has a
surface area more than 20 times larger (1340 m2 g-1) than the CB used previously and is advertised as a ‘superconductive’ carbon black189. The electron
micrographs of the resulting electrodes are presented in Figure 15. Compared to the previous formulations the electrode surface is notably different
for the CMC-Na and PAA-H composites: the CMC-Na composites show a
number of smaller cracks on a length scale of < 50 µm that are scattered
across the surface, whereas the PAA-H containing electrode exhibits deep
cracks with long, partly intersecting cracks on a length scale of more than
100 µm. It was also noted that the PAA-H composites are comparatively
more delicate to handle, as the coating exhibits poor adhesion to the copper
substrate. It appears that the role of the binder in providing a coherent particle network and a certain adhesion strength to the copper foil is compromised when the surface area of the conductive additive is increased. This is
in agreement with PAA-H providing a higher surface coverage185. Moreover,
coherent networks by particle bridging are more likely to occur in the case of
a rigid polymer such as CMC-Na177. In fact, two previous studies noted brittle electrodes: Bridel et al.190 reported on various binder:Si:CB formulations.
However, the blend which showed the best electrochemical behavior, a 1:1:1
mixture, was also an electrode that exhibited cracks. In another recent study
on sulfur:CB composites (for Li-S batteries) increasingly brittle electrodes
were obtained as the surface area of the chosen CB increased191.
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Figure 15. SEM micrographs of silicon:KB composite electrodes containing CMCNa (left) or PAA-H (right) as the binder. Copyright (2016), with permission from
Elsevier.

It should be noted that KB has a considerably higher porosity and that
some of the polymer is likely to be adsorbed into the pores and thus rendered
‘inactive’.Although the distribution of the binder cannot be confirmed directly, its impact can be observed indirectly via morphological changes of the
electrode composite. Cracks in the electrode coating and brittle electrodes
are likely related to the same origin: the preferred adsorption of the binder on
either of the electrode components. Application of high surface area conductive additives, such as KB or carbon nanotubes, are common strategies in
improving the electronic wiring of the composite and generally exhibit larger
surface areas than most active materials. The implications of binder coverage
and distribution are discussed below in terms of electrochemistry and surface
chemistry.

Graphite Electrodes in Conventional and ‘Aggressive’
Electrolyte Environments
For graphite electrodes, PVdF-based binders are setting the baseline for
comparison with other composite electrode formulations. In academic research, comparatively large binder amounts of 10 wt.% or more are still fairly common192. In order to achieve high energy density batteries, the amount
of inactive materials should be as low as possible, while maintaining sufficient adhesion strength and particle cohesion. Therefore, practical amounts
of binder are below 5 wt.% in graphite composites. In the graphite:PVdFHFP composites studied in Paper IV, the binder contents were hence gradually decreased from a ‘handed down’ recipe employing 10 wt.% of PVdFHFP, to 5 down to 2.5 wt.% respectively. The discharge capacities and corresponding coulombic efficiencies (C.E.) of the graphite electrodes are
shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Galvanostatic cycling of graphite:PVdF-HFP electrodes with different
amounts of binder in graphite||lithium half cells at a constant charge/discharge current of C/10.

Electrodes containing less binder reach first cycle discharge capacities close
to the capacity limit of 350 mAh g-1, whereas the 10 wt.% sample started out
at lower capacities. On the following cycles, once the SEI layer is formed,
the electrodes recover and approach their maximum discharge capacities.
With binder amounts of 2.5 or 5 wt.%, the maximum capacity is approached
more slowly. The point the maximum capacity is reached, also coincides
with the point the minimum cell is reached (Figure 2 in Paper IV). After
around 50 cycles, the 2.5 wt.% sample seems to pass a maximum capacity
and begins to fade. In contrast, with 5 wt.% of PVdF-HFP a constant discharge capacity is maintained. The C.E.s of all three formulations are higher
than 0.98 from the 1st cycle and level out at values close to 1.0.
According to Chusid et al., the reversibility of graphite electrodes containing Teflon as a binder decreased when the binder content was larger than
4 - 5 wt.%193. The data presented in Figure 16 does not show a clear trend
between the three formulations and the electrodes behave similarly over the
first 75 cycles. The results indicate, however, that a binder content of 5 wt.%
may provide better capacity retention in the long term.
Graphite electrodes typically require 30-50 vol.% of ethylene carbonate
(EC) in the electrolyte for the SEI layer formation. With an excess of electrolyte (or electrolyte additives) and lithium inventory (half cells), differences between various electrode formulations could be masked. Figure 2 in
Paper I is an example showing that graphite electrodes employing either of
the binders PVdF-HFP, CMC-Na or PAA-Na (binder content of 10 wt.%)
and a standard (laboratory) electrolyte (1 M LiPF6 in EC:DEC; LP40) all
cycle comparatively stably and with high coulombic efficiencies§. The use of
electrolyte solvents that would typically harm the electrode provides the
possibility to distinguish differences in the electrochemical performance
more distinctly.
§ Variations in the discharge capacities may originate from unaccounted mass variations of the
Cu foil.
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For instance, Komaba and coworkers demonstrated stable cycling with high
reversibility of graphite:PAA electrodes in an electrolyte containing only
propylene carbonate (PC) and 1 M LiPF6132,194,195. PC is known to cointercalate into graphite along with lithium ions, causing the graphite layers
to exfoliate76,196,197. For the comparison in Paper I a similar approach was
chosen, employing an electrolyte comprising 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DEC:PC,
v/v/v = 1:1:4 (a small amount of EC was necessary in order to operate the
electrodes stably). The discharge capacities and C.E.s of the graphite:PAANa and graphite:CMC-Na electrodes are shown in Figure 17. PVdF-HFP
electrodes with binder contents of 10 wt.% or less failed under these conditions, as continuous electrolyte decomposition at potentials of around 0.6 V
for several hours was observed. The PAA-Na electrodes on the other hand
reached the capacity limit after a few initial cycles and CMC-Na electrodes
showed progressively increasing capacities, as observed in the previous experiment with the LP40 electrolyte. Complementary electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) experiments (Figure 6 in Paper I) show that the
interfacial resistance of the CMC-Na composite is considerably larger than
for other composites, which is a probable reason for the lower capacities
observed with the CMC-Na composite. The impedance after 6 h at C/10
charge or discharge increased in the order PVdF-HFP < SBR < PAA-Na <
CMC-Na. In this respect, PAA-Na appeared to provide a balance between
sufficient protection (indicated by a comparatively high interfacial resistance) and lithium ion transport across the interface.

Figure 17. Discharge capacities and corresponding C.E. of graphite:CMC-Na
(squared) and graphite:PAA-Na (circle) electrodes in graphite||Lithium half cells
comprising 1 M LiPF6 in EC:PC:DEC (v/v/v = 1:4:1).
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The Interactions between Inactive Electrode
Components in Silicon Nano-Composites
The four Si electrodes formulations analyzed above were examined electrochemically in LP40 electrolyte (Paper III). It is common for Si electrodes to
be operated in electrolytes containing fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) and
vinyl carbonate (VC) additives50,198,199 in order to prolong the life time of the
cell. However, since the aim of this experiment was to observe the onset of
cells failure, this was not crucial to the experiment. When the cells are cycled under limited capacity conditions (1200 mAh g-1) the charge capacity is
a straight line, up to the point at which the electrode cannot accommodate
enough lithium any longer. This process of electrode degradation in lithium
alloying electrode materials is explained by a combination of electrode disintegration due to volume expansion and contraction45, loss of electric contact
between the particles44 and pronounced SEI layer growth that may reduce
the Li+ diffusion through the porous composite48.

Figure 18. Charge capacities under capacity limited cycling conditions (cycling rate
of C/10) of four different Si-electrode formulations: Si:CB:CMC-Na, Si:KB:CMCNa, Si:CB:PAA-H and Si:KB:PAA-H. The difference in the maximum capacities is
due to an unavoidable error in the mass of the electrode substrate (i.e. the copper
foil), which could only be determined accurately after the experiment.

Figure 18 shows the discharge capacities of the four silicon electrode formulations. In contrast to previous studies54,117, the Si:CMC-Na:CB composite
displayed longer cycle life than the Si:PAA-H:CB composite. Because the
slurry properties change with the choice of binder and with conductive additive, it was challenging to achieve similar coating properties in all four cases.
The resulting variations in mass loadings and electrode density (table 1, Paper III) may account for some of the differences in the electrochemical
properties of the four formulations. Mazouzi et al.49 found that the cycle life
of a Si electrode was shortened by about 3.5 times when the mass loading
was doubled from 0.7 to 1.4 mg cm-2. Moreover, even small changes in electrode porosity can have a profound impact on the cycle life49,200.
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Here, the change from one conductive additive to another caused a reduction in cycle life by about a factor of 4, which is more than could be anticipated from the differences in mass loading. In case of the Si:PAA-H:KB
composite, cell failure occurs five times faster than for the Si:PAA-H:CB
formulation. The high surface area of KB could also be a contributor to faster cell failure, as the electrode exposes more area to the electrolyte, which
gives rise to more irreversible reactions and lower C.E.s. As pointed out in
Paper III, experiments on CB:binder composites (containing no Si) showed
that the pronounced irreversible reactions cease after a couple of initial cycles, suggesting that the surface is covered permanently by SEI and that the
pores rendering the high S.A. in case of KB are clogged.
For cells cycled under capacity limited conditions it is practical to analyze
the endpoint potentials of the lithiation reaction. The endpoint depends on
the degree of lithiation in the alloy. As a decreasing number of particles loses electrical contact, the remaining particles need to compensate by taking
up more lithium than the capacity limit would suggest. The lithiation reaction with a limit of 1200 mAh g-1 is supposed to stop during step A (Li-poor
Si alloys), with an endpoint potential well above 50 mV.
The endpoint potentials for the four samples, shown in Figure 3 in Paper
III, pass through a maximum and then drop to the cut-off potential of 10
mV. The maxima for CB-containing electrodes are notably higher, around
100 mV, than for the KB-composites (below 80 mV). As the endpoint potential approaches 50 mV the formation of the c-Li15(+δ)Si phase (step B) will be
induced. This phase is considered a main contributor to the failure of silicon
electrodes40. Its formation may accelerate the electrode degradation. In the
heat map-type dQ/dE plots in Figure 4 in Paper III, the formation and
growth of this phase, at the expense of the a-LixSi phase, can clearly be seen.
At the point where the cut-off potential is reached, the discharge capacity
correspondingly begins to drop (onset of capacity fade).
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Binders as ‘Artificial’ SEI Layers

It was indicated in the previous chapter that electrodes containing either of
the binders CMC-Na or PAA-Na are able to perform in electrolyte environments which would normally lead to graphite exfoliation. The role of the
binders in protecting the active material is discussed in this chapter.

Binders as Exfoliation Suppressants in Graphite
Electrodes
It was shown in Figure 17 that electrodes employing CMC-Na or PAA-Na
can perform stably in a PC-rich electrolyte, where the surface of a regular
PVdF-HFP electrode fails to protect the active material. The stability of
PAA-X (X = H, Li, Na) containing electrodes against PC has previously
been investigated by Komaba and coworkers132–134 and is confirmed in Paper I. Cycling in pure PC, however, was not possible in the present work,
possibly due to larger particle sizes of the active material133,201. Similar effects have not yet been reported for CMC-Na, even though the binder has
been studied extensively106 and its merits of forming a more uniform SEI106
and providing higher cycling efficiencies137 are well documented.
In Paper I, an additional electrode binder was applied: styrene-butadiene
rubber (SBR), which is commonly used as co-binder with CMC-Na131,137.
SBR has also been applied together with PAA-Na178. This binder behaved
initially like PVdF-HFP, showing a large irreversible capacity due to graphite exfoliation but then displayed reversible cycling with a reduced capacity
of around 250 mAh g-1. The difference between the SEM micrographs of
graphite electrodes containing PAA-Na and SBR after 50 cycles of galvanostatic cycling (Figure 19), respectively, highlights the exceptional protection PAA-Na provides to graphite particles that would otherwise be subjected to severe degradation reactions. Some of the graphite particles in the
SBR electrode expanded to about twice the size with a fan-like morphology,
which can be attributed to severe exfoliation events due to co-intercalated
PC molecules76. Such degraded particles populate the electrode surface, but
are embedded in a matrix of unaffected active material. In contrast, the
graphite particles remained unchanged in presence of PAA-Na, although
covered by a smooth and insulating layer.
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Figure 19. SEM micrographs of delithiated electrodes containing PAA-Na (a) and
SBR (b), respectively, after 50 galvanostatic cycles.

Figure 20. Voltage profiles of the first 80 h of galvanostatic cycling for graphite
electrodes containing either CMC-Na (top left), PAA-Na (top right), PVdF-HFP
(bottom left) or SBR (bottom right) of different concentrations.

These findings are in accordance with previous surface studies on cycled
electrodes132,195. It is important to emphasize that these results apply to electrodes with comparatively high PAA contents of 10 - 15 wt.%133,195 (in Figure 19 the PAA-Na and SBR contents were both 10 wt.%). Interestingly,
CMC-Na was initially used as an ‘electrode additive’ as an alternative to a
gelatin pretreatment of the active material105,129,130 and to increase the viscosity of electrode aqueous slurries that employed SBR binder131,137; both applications required minimum amounts of the binder (< 5 wt.%). This raises the
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question how electrodes in a PC-rich (‘aggressive’) electrolyte environment
would behave when the binder content is reduced to more sensible levels of
5 wt.% or less. Figure 20 compares the voltage profiles of graphite electrodes employing the four types of electrodes with different amounts (Paper
I).
Interestingly, all electrodes were capable of cycling in the PC-rich electrolyte formulation when the binder content was high enough. This can be
nicely shown with a PVdF-HFP sample containing 15 wt.% of binder, indicating that the degree of surface coverage is a crucial parameter for the protection of the active material in these electrodes. Hirasawa et al. estimated
the surface coverage of PVdF at a content of 10 wt.% (90 wt.% KS-44
graphite) to about 70 % and that binder-free areas are mostly located on the
basal planes of the graphite particles202. An additional amount of 5 wt.%
PVdF-HFP leads to a similar behavior as in electrodes containing 10 wt.%
SBR. The length of the voltage plateau corresponds to irreversible reactions
and is longest in the case of 10 wt.% PVdF. Similarly, when the binder content of SBR is increased by 5 wt.%, the plateau becomes slightly shorter.
Electrodes with binder contents of less than 10 wt.% SBR failed. Distinct
differences in the cyclability of the electrode at reduced binder contents were
observed for CMC-Na and PAA-Na containing electrodes. The wellperforming PAA-Na binder lost its protective effect at binder contents of 5
wt.%, which would be a prerequisite for practical uses. In contrast, CMC-Na
provided sufficient protection even at contents as low as 5 wt.%. Failure is
observed upon further reduction of the binder content (2.5 wt.%; not shown).
Bearing the argument of surface coverage in mind, CMC-Na is likely not
able to cover the surface of the active material completely at such low concentrations. This is essentially confirmed by an AFM study investigating
CMC-Na on the surface of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)106. The
authors indicated that the SEI growth depends on the binder used. In case of
gelatin-pretreated graphite particles105 or CMC-Na as binder106, the SEI appeared more uniform than on comparable PVdF-based electrodes. However,
nucleation and growth of SEI components on a graphite electrode at low
potentials in non-aqueous media has not been investigated to this date.
Magasinski et al. found a low swellability of PAA-H and CMC-Na in
DEC, showing that these binders maintain the integrity of the electrode when
in contact with the electrolyte solvent, unlike PVdF binders117. Swelling of
PVdF-containing graphite coatings was recently confirmed in-operando by
electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) analysis in LP40 electrolyte. The PVdF coating exhibited viscoelastic behavior due to binder
swelling, whereas the corresponding CMC-Na remained rigid203. In Paper I
the degree of swelling was determined for the four polymers in a simple
setup in which the weight difference between a dry and swollen polymer
film was measured (Figure 21). The trends are similar as those observed by
Magasinksi et al.117 and Wang et al.204.
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Figure 21. Swelling test of various binders in the battery electrolyte LP40. The polymers were cast in a teflon mold and immersed in the solutions for several days. The
term degree of swelling refers to the gain in mass relative to the dry state mass.

The swelling of CMC-Na might be somewhat overestimated, given the poor
solubility of the cellulose-based polymer in near any solvent except water
117,203
. Although electrode disintegration as a result of particle expansion is a
minor issue in graphite electrodes, the swelling experiments provided an
interesting perspective to the understanding of the cycling performance in
PC-rich electrolyte environments. The Komaba group previously ascribed
the improved performance to a more uniform distribution of PAA compared
to PVdF, and to re-solvation of the Li+(PC)solv complex by carboxyl-groups
on PAA at the electrode interface, thus keeping PC molecules from entering
the graphite particles134. The interpretations of Komaba et al. and Magasinski et al. can in fact be united: poor swellability in the electrolyte presents a
plausible means to protect the electrode from solvent co-intercalation. Li+
can pass the electrode-electrolyte interface while bulkier solvent molecules
are kept out. This is the essential concept of an ‘artificial’ SEI layer140, since
the layer is present prior to the SEI formation by electrolyte degradation.
This polymer layer reduces irreversible reactions on the first cycles, as
demonstrated in Paper VI, where laboratory scale graphite electrodes employing different binders are compared (Table 2 in Paper VI).
The protection of active material by poorly-swellable binders can be exploited in various ways. The degree of protection is a function of surface coverage and thus dependent on the surface area of the electrode components, as
indicated in the previous chapter. Examples in this thesis describe the operation of a graphite electrode in an ether-based non-aqueous electrolyte and its
application in a graphite-sulfur battery by exploiting PAA-Na, as well as the
demonstration that the binder protection capability depends on the surface
coverage of the electrode components in Si nano-composite electrodes.
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Example 1: A Stable Graphite Electrode for the Lithium-Sulfur
System (Paper II)
For graphite electrodes to operate stably in an ether electrolyte, a very effective SEI is needed. The use of ether solvents typically leads to rapid exfoliation of graphite as a result of co-intercalation205–207. A non-swellable binder
at the electrode surface, however, might be able to prevent solvent molecules
from co-intercalating into the graphite host.
In contrast to CMC-Na and PVdF-HFP electrodes, the PAA-Na electrode
operated stably in the presence of LiNO3 additive upon repeated cycling
(Figure S1 in the Supporting Information of Paper II). Using this cell chemistry, an average C.E. of 0.994 was achieved over 50 consecutive galvanostatic cycles. LiNO3 appeared to play an important role for the stability of the
PAA-Na electrode in this particular electrolyte formulation. Aurbach and
coworkers reported on the role of nitroxide intermediates originating from
the reduction of nitrate at the lithium anode in conventional Li-S batteries208.
The authors concluded that in secondary reactions, mostly with polysulfide
(PS) intermediates, a more stable interphase is formed209. A partial reaction
of nitroxide intermediates with binder functional groups hence seems likely.
This could also explain why CMC-Na, with a lower density of functional
groups, did not exhibit the same protective effect. Lithium-ion-sulfur cells
(or graphite-sulfur cells) were prepared by lithiating the graphite electrodes
in a half cell for 6 and 9 cycles, respectively, prior to the assembly of the
final cell.

Figure 22. Li-S vs. graphite-sulfur cell. The lithium-sulfur reference cells are shown
in the left panel. Thick and thin lithium foil refers to 125 µm and 30 µm thick foils,
respectively. The thick foil used to charge the graphite electrode was also combined
with a sulfur positive electrode and examined. In the right panel two graphite cells
are shown against the thick Li reference. The prelithiation of cell #1 and cell #2
involved 9 and 6 galvanostatic cycles at C/10, respectively.
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Reference cells were assembled with lithium metal as the negative electrode
using two differently thick metal foils (‘thin Li’: 30 µm and ‘thick Li’:125
µm). A further reference cell was also assembled with the thick Li-foil used
to charge the graphite electrode in the half cell as the negative electrode. The
cycling data is presented in Figure 22.
Both the thin and thick Li reference cells as well as the two graphitesulfur cells performed similarly in terms of discharge capacity over the first
60 cycles. In contrast, the reference cell containing the cycled Li-foil from
the charging process experienced very rapid fading. This might be related to
morphological and compositional changes of the SEI layer in LiNO3containing ether electrolytes in presence of polysulfides209. Since the first 6
cycles are performed in a graphite-lithium half cell setup, no PS are initially
present. Moreover, the porosity of the foil increased upon repeated cycling
as a result of inhomogeneous Li stripping and plating. When the foil is eventually put into a Li-S cell, the SEI on the foil is not sufficient and apparently
no stable layer is able to grow onto it in the following cycles.
Differences in cycle life and cycling stability become obvious after exceeding 100 galvanostatic cycles (Figure 22). Clearly, the capacity fade of
all cells was significant. The thin lithium foil faded rapidly and failed completely before reaching 200 cycles, while accelerated degradation of the
thick foil started after ~250 cycles and culminated in cell failure a little after
300 cycles. The graphite electrode, however, continued to cycle until
stopped at the 800th cycle (not shown in this thesis).
The stability of the interphase at the graphite electrode was further
demonstrated by a self-discharge test (Figure 3 in Paper II). Electrodes with
poor SEI forming properties readily react with PS, thus triggering the redox
shuttle and hence self-discharge of the cell. The experiment shows an inherently more stable interface against parasitic reactions between the electrode
surface and the electrolyte components (including PS) upon storage. This
example therefore also highlights the weaknesses accompanied with conventional Li-S cells – the sluggish SEI growth on the Li metal electrode.

Example 2: Degradation Phenomena in Aged Silicon NanoComposite Electrodes (Paper III)
As discussed above, Si electrodes that contain Ketjenblack fail considerably
earlier than comparable CB-composites. The differences between these two
electrode formulations are obvious both from the morphology of pristine
electrodes and the electrochemical data. Philippe et al. reported that a major
failure mode of Si electrodes is the fluorination of the native oxide layer to
silicon oxyfluorides, SiOxFy 210, induced by HF etching from the degradation
of the electrolyte salt LiPF680,211. Although the role of the silicon oxide layer
on the electrochemical performance is still a subject of discussion49,212–214,
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the reduction of the HF generation by replacing the electrolyte salt clearly
leads to a conservation of the native oxide layer and an extended cycle
life215. Stored electrodes exhibited similar aging effects as cycled samples
after extended storage times due to SiO2 etching. The degree of etching in
stored samples can be studied by PES210.
This experiment was carried out for the two Si:CMC-Na composites described above, which were stored for two weeks under open-circuit conditions in a half cell. The Si 1s and Si 2p PES spectra obtained at a photon
energy of 2005 eV are presented in Figures 23a and 23b. Because of the
high binding energy of electrons of the Si 1s orbital, the emitted photoelectrons possess small kinetic energies of around 160 eV, making the spectra
from this orbital very surface sensitive. For the Si 2p the opposite applies;
the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is comparatively high (about 1900
eV) allowing for higher probing depths.
Qualitatively, the spectra show faster aging for the Si:KB composite. In
accordance with the findings of Philippe et al.210, electrodes with CB (acetylene black) exhibit small signs of fluorination. The Si 1s spectrum shows an
intense silicon oxide peak from the native surface layer at a binding energy
of 1844.5 eV. The onset of fluorination is indicated by a shoulder towards
higher binding energies attributed to SiOxFy (x > y) species at 1846.6 eV. In
contrast, the intensity of the SiO2 peak decreased significantly when KB was
used, while a new peak appeared at a binding energy of 1847.6 eV. The latter peak can be attributed to SiOxFy (y > x) species, i.e. highly fluorinated
silicon oxyfluorides, which is indicated by a 1 eV shift of the signal as compared to the Si:CB composite. The relative intensity between the SiO2 and
‘bulk Si peak’ (-Si-Si-) further suggest that the surface layer of the KBcomposite is thinner. This is a direct result of HF-induced surface etching.
When the probing depth is increased (Si 2p spectra), the silicon oxide signal
in the KB-composite disappears nearly completely. Apart from the intense
bulk Si peak only the SiOxFy (y > x) signal remains. In the spectrum of the
corresponding Si:CB electrode, the native oxide is still clearly observable
and fluorinated species are indicated by a weak additional feature at slightly
higher binding energies.
In conclusion, the PES results demonstrate that the etching of the
SiO2layer is accelerated considerably when the conductive additive changes.
This process has to be driven chemically, and not electrochemically, since
the analysis was performed on stored samples. The faster etching rate of the
Si:KB composite is also in accordance with the electrochemical data. The
only component at the electrode-electrolyte interface that could alter the
degradation in this chosen experimental configuration is the binder. If the
binder is adsorbed to the conductive additive, rather than the active material,
the protection of the surface by an ‘artificial’ SEI layer is compromised. This
effect is similar to the reduction of the binder content in graphite electrodes,
described in Paper I. For Si electrodes the relationship between the S.A. of
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the electrode components and surface coverage by the binder material is of
particular importance, since the literature on Si electrodes is rich with tailormade nanostructures applied as anode materials51 (i.e. materials with a
high(er) S.A.). Furthermore, various nanosized conductive additives, such as
carbon nanotubes216 or graphene200,217, are often applied to enhance the electronic wiring of the electrode.

Figure 23. PES spectra of the Si 1s and Si 2p orbital at an excitation energy of 2005
eV for the Si:CMC-Na composites containing either carbon black (CB) or Ketjenblack (KB). Corresponding spectra of a silicon wafer are added for comparison.
Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.
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Moving to Larger Scales

In this chapter water-processed graphite electrodes are investigated, employing sensible binder contents of only 4 wt.% of either CMC-Na:SBR (2:2),
PAA-Na and CMC-Na:PAA-Na, respectively. The electrode slurries were
fabricated on a 1 L scale and cast using a pilot coating unit. The slurries and
the resulting coatings were characterized by their rheology, coating adhesion, morphology and electrochemical performance in full cells. In Paper
VI, the results are also put into context with the corresponding laboratory
scale electrode slurries and coatings, respectively.

Rheology of Aqueous Electrode Slurries
On a laboratory scale, it is common practice to prepare electrode slurries in a
ball mill. The specifications of the mill can vary widely (for instance concerning the number and size of balls used in the milling process). Furthermore, only a small fraction of the invested energy is used to separate particle
agglomerates in the slurry218. On a 1 L scale, a planetary mixer with a combined butterfly and cross-arm stirrer was applied for more effective blending
and dispersion of the electrode components219. The electrode slurries were
characterized on a rotational rheometer and the viscosity and corresponding
storage and loss moduli were determined (Figure 24).
The flow curves show a shear-rate-dependent drop in viscosity, i.e. shear
thinning. This observation applies both to aqueous binder solutions and to
the final binder-particle suspension (see also the Methodology section)220. It
is important to note that the two CMC-Na formulations contained CMC-Na
with different molecular weights. In the case of CMC-Na:SBR slurries, a
comparatively low-molecular CMC-Na was used (Figure SI-1 in Paper VI),
to reach the targeted viscosity range of ~ 5 – 20 Pa s at a shear rate of 100
Hz. At this shear rate PAA-Na showed viscosities below 1 Pa s, as evident
from the flow curve in Figure 24: The high viscosity at small shear perturbations is followed by a rapid drop in viscosity. In the intermediate shear rate
range the viscosity of the PAA-Na slurry dropped already below those of
slurries containing CMC-Na:SBR and CMC-Na:PAA-Na.
Complementary experiments on aqueous binder solutions (Figure SI-1 in
Paper VI) suggest that the chain entanglement of PAA-Na (Mv, PAA-H = 450
kg mol-1) is less pronounced than in CMC-Na solutions, although the fully
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deprotonated polymer reached its maximum pervaded volume. Less overlap
and entanglement is probably the result of more degrees of freedom in the
chain conformations of PAA-Na in solution, as compared to the rigid backbone of CMC-Na. CMC-Na solutions reach high solution viscosities already
at relatively small amounts (< 2 wt.%)131, whereas more than 10 wt.% of
PAA-Na is required to approach similar viscosity values. With respect to the
particle-polymer network, poor entanglement may result in little particle
bridging and thus facile rupture of the network upon applied stress170,219.
Smaller particle size could potentially improve the particle bridging and thus
yield more suitable slurry viscosities.

Figure 24. Flow curves (left panel) and storage (G’) and loss (G’’) moduli (right
panel) of the three (aqueous) electrode slurries (graphite:CB:binder; w/w/w =
94:2:4) produced on a pilot scale of 1 L.

The influence of the macromolecular properties of the binder on the slurry
rheology can also be understood based on the shear rate dependence of the
storage (G’) and loss (G’’) moduli. In cases where the storage modulus is
larger than the loss modulus, the slurry is viscoelastic, which is seen at small
shear rates for the PAA-Na slurry. As the yield point is passed with increasing shear rate the slurry starts to flow. The CMC-Na:SBR slurry displays a
big gap between the loss and storage modulus (G’’ > G’) over the range of
shear rates examined; the slurry behaves like a viscous fluid. The slurry containing CMC-Na:PAA-Na appears to represent a mixed case, where the two
moduli exhibit similar values up until shear rates of about 1 Hz. The loss
modulus dominates slightly, which leads to viscous flow. Generally, on a
pilot scale the slurry viscosity needs to be considered more carefully, particularly when the binder content is minimized, since low viscosities may lead
to sagging when the coating is spread on the copper foil.
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Coating Adhesion and Morphology
The resulting electrode coatings had a mass loading of around 5 and 13 mg
cm-2, respectively, and were calendared at 40 °C to a density of 1.4 g mL-1.
The adhesion strength from the peel test (the maximum tensile force) is
shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25. The measurement of the maximum tensile force of electrode coatings in a
peel test for graphite electrodes employing either 4 wt.% of CMC-Na:SBR (2:2),
PAA-Na or CMC-Na:PAA-Na (2:2) and mass loading of 5 and 13 mg cm-2. For
comparison the results are compared to a commercial graphite:PVdF electrode (5.5
and 10 mg cm-2).

The adhesion strength of PAA-Na and CMC-Na:SBR coatings at a mass
loading of 5 mg cm-2 is notably higher than for the CMC-Na:PAA-Na coating (Figure 25). Tensile forces greater than 400 N yield sufficient adhesion
strength for handling and cutting. When the tensile force dropped below 100
N the coatings broke and peeled off the copper foil readily. The commercial
PVdF electrode is superior in terms of adhesion to the water-processed composites with loadings of 5 mg cm-2. The strong adhesion of the PAA-Na was
surprising as corresponding laboratory scale coatings displayed very poor
adhesion strength (Figure 2 in Paper VI). The improved adhesion properties
could originate from different degrees of dispersion when another stirring
method is used. More importantly, the drying conditions control the binder
distribution during the solidification of the wet coating221. However, when
the mass loading is increased to 13 mg cm-2, the adhesion strength of the
PAA-Na coating breaks down, as shown in the comparison of the maximum
tensile forces in Figure 25. This can be observed for the commercial PVdF
electrode as well, although in this case the mass loading was about 3 mg cm2
lower than the electrodes fabricated in-house. This loss of cohesion might
be related to binder migration during drying that leads to unfavorable binder
distributions in the resulting electrode coating (see below)221. Interestingly,
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the CMC-Na:SBR composite maintained its mechanical properties entirely
when the mass loading was increased by ~2.5 times.
The poor ability of PAA-Na in bridging graphite particles in suspension
might translate into poor adhesion properties in the dried coatings. It is possible that higher molecular weights could improve the coatings (and the slurries) in this respect. In fact, Giroud et al.222 and Sano223 marked out the limits
of possible molecular weights of PAA for electrode binder applications in
the range of 500 to 2000 kg mol-1. The molecular weight of the PAA used in
this study lies slightly below this lower limit. Moreover, Haselrieder et al.
reported improved adhesion with increasing molecular weight for a PVdF
binder224. As mentioned above, the drying conditions are important to consider, since binder migration during drying could result in a gradient of the
polymer concentration that leads to depletion of polymer near the current
collector when the film solidification is too slow175,221. This effect could be
more pronounced, for instance when the mass loading is increased or the
polymer exhibits a high mobility in the wet coating. Especially, since the
drying conditions have not been optimized for the each slurry individually.
Based on experiments on the laboratory scale it was also found that addition of SBR improves the coating coherence. SBR is indeed well known to
form reinforced rubber-carbon filler composites with greatly improved mechanical properties167,220. However, binary mixtures of PAA-Na:SBR, as
suggested by Chong et al., appear unsuitable for doctor blade casting, due to
low slurry viscosities.
When the electrode coatings are analyzed by SEM, it can be further noted
that the dispersion of the conductive additive is different in the PAA-Na
electrodes compared to CMC-Na containing electrodes (Figure 6 in Paper
VI). The graphite surface in the PAA-Na sample seems to be less populated
with conductive additive. Instead, larger areas of agglomerated particles are
found in some locations. In contrast, CMC-Na:SBR and CMC-Na:PAA-Na
samples show a large number of small CB agglomerates distributed evenly
over the surface of the graphite particles. This finding is another indicator for
altered dispersion properties when PAA-Na is employed and hence complements both the rheology and adhesion data.

Electrochemical Performance
The graphite electrodes were studied in full cells using a bilayer stack, with
two single-sided coated graphite electrodes and a commercial double-sided
LFP positive electrode. The overall capacity of the pouch cell was ca. 65
mAh. The results of the full cell cycling are presented in Figure 26 and show
the average capacity retention out of three cells for each formulation.
A relative capacity retention of unity refers to the discharge capacity on
the 3rd cycle (conditioning cycles not included). The C.E.s on the first condi62

tioning cycle lie in the range of 84 % ± 2.5 % (Table SI-1 in Paper VI).
Cells containing CMC-Na:SBR electrodes provided the most consistent set
of data. After 100 cycles, the individual cells level out at about the same
capacity retention. The PAA-Na cell results diverge increasingly with the
cycle number, yielding a broad range of capacity retention values after 100
cycles. For all three samples the relative capacity retention was lower than
for the cells based on CMC-Na:SBR composites. The cells with CMCNa:PAA-Na electrodes showed a linear capacity decline after 10 to 20 cycles. However, the relative capacity retention after 100 cycles is in the same
range as for the corresponding PAA-Na cells, i.e. lower than for the CMCNa:SBR cells. Electrochemically, there was no notable improvement when
the established CMC-Na:SBR blend was replaced by PAA-Na, both in terms
of C.E. and capacity retention. It has to be considered though, that CMCNa:SBR is an established binder system even on industrial scales since more
than a decade already89. Therefore, there has been a comparatively larger
effort into the optimization of CMC-Na:SBR based coatings and PAA-Na
containing coatings may still space for further optimization. The improvements reported in literature132–134 for graphite||Li half cells employing graphite:PAA-Na composites, could not be translated into a full cell setup, where
graphite electrodes with sensible binder contents are used. In fact, the corresponding laboratory scale (half cells) experiments are in accordance with
this finding (Table 2 in Paper VI), as they indicated that all three formulations lead to similar improvements over PVdF electrodes in terms of C.E..

Figure 26. Battery cycling of graphite||LFP full cells. The rel. capacity retention is
an average based on three experiments for each electrode formulation. The grey area
represents the corresponding standard deviation.
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Characterization of the SEI Layer

The long term stability of LIBs is determined by the properties of the solidelectrolyte interphase (SEI) – the assessment of its thickness, composition
and ionic conductivity is therefore of particular importance. This chapter
investigates the effects of the type and amount of binder on the composition
and thickness of the SEI layer.

SEI layers on Cycled Graphite Electrodes
Graphite:PVdF-HFP electrodes with different binder contents
Previous studies suggest that the binder is an integral part of the SEI
layer90,225. As the binder content is reduced, less and less of the electrode
surface is covered by the polymer. Therefore, the binder likely affects the
composition of the interphase layer. The impact of different binder contents
on the SEI layer composition was investigated by XPS on graphite:PVdFHFP electrodes operated for 50 cycles (discharged state) in Paper IV. The
XPS spectra of selected core level elements are shown in Figure 27.
Generally, the electrodes containing 2.5 and 10 wt.% of binder displayed
more compositional similarities with each other than either of the two samples with the electrode employing 5 wt.% PVdF-HFP. From the intensities of
the underlying graphite/carbon black peak at ca. 283.8 eV it can be concluded that the surface layer is thinner in the case of 5 wt.% binder. The comparison of the relative peak intensities of signals attributed to SEI layer components (highlighted in green, blue, grey and red) between the 5 wt.% sample
and the other two formulations, indicates a somewhat different surface composition. This is reflected more clearly in the F 1s spectra, where a significantly higher content of LiF is observed for the electrode with 5 wt.% binder. The 2.5 wt.% and 10 wt.% sample, on the other hand, exhibit larger relative amounts of electrolyte salts. The corresponding P 2p spectra show that
most of the phosphorous in on the surface of the 5 wt.% electrode has decomposed to phosphates, whereas the 2.5 and 10 wt.% samples contain preserved a much larger content of electrolyte salt, PF6-. Overall it can be noted
that the content of inorganic material of the SEI layer of the 5 wt.% formulation is larger. Inorganic compounds are typically denser and may thus lead to
a thinner SEI layer. This could have a profound impact on the long term
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stability and capacity retention of the cell. Thinner or denser SEI layers are
commonly observed with electrolytes additives, such as VC or FEC, that can
prolong the cycle life of a cell considerably198,226.

Figure 27. XPS spectra of selected orbitals (C 1s (left), F 1s (middle) and P 2p
(right)) of cycled graphite:PVdF-HFP electrodes with binder contents of 2.5 (top),
5.0 (middle) and 10 wt.% (bottom) after 50 cycles (discharged state).

Dependence of the SEI Composition on the Type of Binder
During the preparation of Paper I XPS analysis has been performed on cycled graphite electrodes after 50 cycles**. The PVdF-HFP electrode (10 wt.%
binder) of the section above serves as a reference for the comparison with
the respective CMC-Na and PAA-Na electrodes (10 wt.% binder). All three
samples have been subjected to the same cycling conditions. However, the
electrodes that contained water-soluble binders were cycled in the
EC:PC:DEC electrolyte, instead of the conventional LP40 electrolyte. The
SEI layer compositions are therefore expected to differ to some degree. For
instance, inferring from the absence of a carbon peak (-C-C-), the SEI appears to be thicker for electrodes cycled in the PC-rich electrolyte. The C 1s
spectra of the cell are shown in Figure 28. Generally, the hydrocarbon (CH2-) and ether (-C-O-) peaks align well between the different samples,
**

The characterization of the SEI layer by XPS of these cells was not included in Paper I.
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which is a good indication that similar compounds or decomposition fragments are formed during the SEI layer formation. It can be observed that the
ether peak (-C-O-) decreases in intensity in favor of the alkoxide (ROLi)/carboxylate (-C(=O)OR) peak at higher binding energies when moving
from the PAA-Na to the CMC-Na sample. In the case of PVdF-HFP, the CO peak appears as a distinct peak in the spectrum. This might also be related
to the fact that the alkoxide/carboxylate peak has a relatively small intensity
and is shifted to higher binding energies. The position of this peak appears to
vary the most between the samples.
The comparison of the C 1s spectra for the water-soluble binders demonstrates that the different features and relative peak intensities cannot solely
be ascribed to the different electrolyte formulations. On the contrary, the
compounds formed during the decomposition seem to be strongly dependent
on the type of binder present at the surface. For instance, the amount of carbonates (-OCO2-) is considerably smaller on CMC-Na than on PAA-Na electrodes. Instead the peak assigned to alkoxides and carboxylates (at about
287.8 eV) in the SEI of the CMC-Na electrode is much more prominent than
in the spectra of other binders.

Figure 28. C 1s spectra (1487 eV) of cycled graphite electrodes (50 cycles) containing either PVdF-HFP (10 wt.%; cycled in LP40), CMC-Na or PAA-Na (10 wt.%;
cycled in 1 M LiPF6 EC:PC:DEC (v/v/v = 1:4:1)).
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PES Characterization of Pilot Scale Electrodes
The clear majority of depth profiling studies on graphite electrodes have been
dedicated to composites that employ PVdF-HFP binders. Depth profiling can
be carried out either by sputtering or by tuning the photon energies86,90,227,228.
The latter, least destructive method allows one to probe the SEI in great detail.
As demonstrated above, the surface composition is influenced by the electrode
binder. The improved electrochemical properties of electrodes employing
CMC-Na or PAA-Na suggest the same. However, surprisingly little work has
been dedicated to the characterization of the SEI layer for these binders. A
graphite:PAA-H composite was investigated recently by Ui et al. applying
XPS profiling by Ar-ion sputtering228 and Gonbeau and coworkers analyzed
the surface film formation on commercial CMC-Na:SBR electrodes in graphite||LCO full cells on the first and fifth cycle89,126,229. The literature on surface
studies on alloying electrodes is, in this regard, richer199,210,215,230,231. To this
date, there is no prominent example of a depth profiling study on cycled
graphite:CMC-Na:SBR composite electrodes. Therefore, such a study is highly motivated. For the PES analysis (Paper VII) the pilot scale graphite electrodes with 4 wt.% of binder described in Paper VI were used. The C 1s spectra recorded at photon energies of 1487 and 2300 eV are given in Figure 29.
The carbon (-C-C-/C6) intensity increased gradually with increased photon
energy, i.e. with increasing penetration depths. As a result, the fraction of the
carbon peak from the underlying graphite particles increases relative to the
peaks attributed to SEI components.

Figure 29. PES depth profiling at two different photon energies (1486.7 eV (green),
2300 eV (blue)) of cycled pilot scale graphite electrodes containing either CMCNa:SBR (2:2), PAA-Na or CMC-Na:PAA-Na (2:2). The cells were cycled for 9
cycles in a graphite||LFP full cell (1 M LiPF6 in EC:EMC (v/v = 1:1)).
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Already at the lowest photon energy the carbon peak is visible, indicating
that photoelectrons are emitted from all sections of the SEI as well as the
surface of the active material. More details about the SEI components could
be obtained with lower photon energies. Inferring from the intensity of the
graphite peak (Table 3 in Paper VII), an SEI layer thickness of less than 9
nm (from the IMFP at 1487 eV) can be estimated. From the peak intensities
the layer thickness decreases in the following order, PAA-Na > CMCNa:SBR > CMC-Na:PAA-Na.
When the relative peak intensities of the curve-fitted peaks are compared
with that of the hydrocarbon (-CH2-) peak, it can be seen that the hydrocarbon peak for the PAA-Na sample is more prominent than for the other formulations. One reason for the more intense peak could be the hydrocarbon
backbone of the polymer. However, in the CMC-Na:SBR sample, SBR contributes with -CH-/-CH2- groups to this peak as well. It can be further noted
that the single oxygen environment (C-O), attributed to ethers (C-O) and
esters (-C(=O)O-C*), decreases with increasing probing depth relative to the
-CH2- peak, whereas the carbonate peak (-OCO2-) remains nearly constant.
This could be an indication that ethers are more prominent in the outer SEI
layer, which is in accordance with a previous depth profiling study by
Malmgren et al. 90. The finding of Ui et al. 228 that the carbonate content
decreases with increasing etching time could not be confirmed. The results
in this study rather suggest a comparatively even distribution of carbonates.
The contribution of the peak at around 288.2 – 288.6 eV that is assigned
to carboxylates (-C(=O)O-) and alkoxides (R-OLi) is relatively small and
only clearly seen in the spectrum of the PAA-Na sample. As for the carbonate peak, the signal remains constant within the margin of uncertainty of
the deconvoluted spectrum. The intensity of the peak correlates with the
concentration of carboxyl groups in the binder system, i.e. PAA-Na has the
highest concentration, followed by the mixture of PAA-Na and CMC-Na and
eventually CMC-Na:SBR (there are no functional groups on SBR). This
peak likely corresponds to the functional groups in the binders as will be
explained below.

Sodium Migration in Half and Full Cells
With the use of CMC-Na and PAA-Na as electrode binders, sodium ions
find their way into half and full cells. Studies by Komaba and coworkers
reported that the presence of sodium salts in the electrolyte 135,136 or as ‘surface coating’ 107 on graphite particles improves cycling efficiency. The authors ascribe the improvements to the formation of a more uniform SEI layer
136
. A more uniform layer should be related to more nucleation sites on the
electrode surface and the growth of smaller crystallites. Both could be induced by the presence of functional groups at the polymer and ions that in68

fluence the growth of SEI components. In the following, the Na 1s and Na 2s
+ Li 1s regions of the XPS spectra recorded on the cycled graphite:CMC-Na
and graphite:PAA-Na electrodes (cycled for 50 cycles) discussed above, are
analyzed (Figure 30). Additionally, Na spectra at 2300 eV of the above presented full cells (cycled for 9 cycles) are discussed (Table 2).
When the binder content is high (10 wt.%), Na+ ions are contributing notably
to the overall concentration of alkali ions in the cell when PAA-Na is applied††. Figure 30 shows that after 50 cycles no Na is found in the SEI layer
of CMC-Na, whereas a clear signal is observed both in the Na 1s and Na 2s
spectrum of the cycled PAA-Na electrode. Because of the excess of Li+, a
considerable amount is lost to the electrolyte due to ion exchange89,134. It is
possible that the Na content was too ‘dilute’ to obtain a signal or that Na+
was replaced entirely by Li+. Another possibility is that Na deposits are
found in the SEI layer beneath the accessible probing depth at the applied
photon energy.

Figure 30. In-house XPS spectra (1487 eV) of the Li 1s/Na 2s (a) and Na 1s (b)
regions of PAA-Na (red dots) and CMC-Na (blue dots) containing graphite electrodes (10 wt.% binder, Paper I) in graphite||lithium half cells. As electrolyte a solution of 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DEC:PC, (v/v/v = 1:1:4) was employed.
Table 2. Atomic concentrations (in %) of sodium in pilot scale electrodes containing
different binder systems. The concentrations where calculated from the peak areas
in the Na 1s spectrum at a photon energy of 1487 eV (‘in-house’ measurements).
sample

CMC-Na:SBR (2:2)

PAA-Na

CMC-Na:PAA-Na (2:2)

pristine
soaked
cycled

1.34
0.15
0

2.21
0.15
0.57

2.71
0.23
0.36

In the graphite||LFP full cells the photon energy of 1487 eV was sufficient to
probe the complete SEI layer. The atomic concentrations of sodium in these
samples can be determined from in-house measurements (1487 eV) using the
††

In an electrode containing 10 wt.% of binder, the sodium ions account for 0.9 wt.% (CMCNa, d.s. ~0.8) and 2.5 wt.% (PAA-Na) of the overall electrode weight. An overall coating
mass of 10 mg thus leads to 3.9 and 10.9 µmol of Na+, respectively. In comparison, 75 µL of
electrolyte (used in excess) contain 75 µmol of Li+.
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peak areas and the characteristic atomic sensitivity factors of the respective
atomic orbital. The results are given in table 2 for each electrode formulation. A clear difference between the Na content for the pristine and soaked
sample can be seen, which again is ascribed to ion exchange. The concentration of sodium at the graphite surface increases slightly after cycling of the
battery, indicating precipitation of sodium salts in the SEI layer. Na+ dissolution and migration can be further confirmed by the Na 1s spectra of the LFP
positive electrode, shown in Figure 9 (Paper VII) that feature signals from
Na salt deposits on the electrode surface.
Sodium compounds in the SEI layer of the CMC-Na:SBR composite are
only detected at higher penetration depth (2300 eV, Figure 9 in Paper VII).
This would suggest that Na salts are located in the inner part of the SEI layer, closer to the electrode surface. In contrast, in the SEI layers of PAA-Na
containing electrodes Na salts can be found at both probing depths, which is
likely a result of the larger Na+ concentration. Interestingly, the soaked samples show an additional feature at about 683.6 eV that can be attributed to
NaF (Figures SI-1.2, SI-2.2 and SI-3.2 in the Supporting Information of Paper VII). Nguyen et al. recently suggested that the –COONa groups in the
binder scavenge HF contaminations in the electrolyte by forming NaF,
which could potentially explain the findings in Paper VII. Reducing the HF
content can slow down the process of the catalytic decomposition of the
electrolyte considerably.

Comparison between Surface Layers on LTO and
Graphite electrodes
In this last section a comparison between SEI layers formed on LTO (Paper
V) and graphite electrodes (Paper VII) is made (Figure 31). Apart from the
different electrode materials, the major differences are the half cell (LTO)
and full cell (graphite) setup and the electrolyte employed (LP40 for LTO
and 1 M LiPF6 in EC:EMC (v/v = 3:7) for graphite). The latter likely has a
small impact, since the electrolyte salt is the same as well as its concentration and the main SEI forming component in the electrolyte, EC, is present
in a vast excess in both cases.
The surface layer on LTO is expected to be thinner, since the operating
potential of the electrode is well above the typical decomposition potential of
the electrolyte solvent. Besides the electrochemical breakdown of the electrolyte components, chemical decomposition reactions are well-known in
LIB electrolytes, e.g. the autocatalytic decomposition of LiPF6 80,232. Therefore, the formation of a surface layer at the electrode-electrolyte interface is
observed also for LTO58.
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Figure 31. Comparison of C1s XPS spectra (1487 eV) of the SEI layer in dependence of the binder (CMC-Na, left and PAA-Na, right) and the electrode material
(LTO, top and graphite, bottom) used. A LTO||lithium half cell (LP40 electrolyte)
and a graphite||LFP full cell (electrolyte: 1 M LiPF6 in EC:EMC (v/v = 3:7)) were
cycled for 10 and 9 cycles, respectively.

In the direct comparison between cycled samples employing the same
binder (Figure 31), it can be seen that the curve fitted peaks align very well
although the active materials and hence the operating potentials are different.
This is consistent with the assumption that the signals in the C 1s spectra of
LTO and graphite originate from the same decomposition products. Between
the C-O environments and the carboxylate/alkoxide (-C(=O)O-/ROLi)
peaks, the differences between the two electrode interfaces, LTO and graphite, are, however, obvious. The comparison with soaked samples shows that
the single oxygen environment, C-O (typically oligo- or polyethers (RCH2O-)) increases significantly on both LTO and graphite electrodes when
the cell is cycled. On the LTO surface ethers appear to be a dominant SEI
compound. In contrast, the C-O content in the SEI of the graphite electrodes
is considerably smaller, relative to the saturated hydrocarbon peak, and more
prominent in the ‘outer’ SEI layer (see above).
Because of the thinner surface layer on LTO electrodes, the functional
groups of the binder should contribute more to the overall spectrum, e.g.
alkoxides from the CH(OH) groups in CMC-Na and carboxylates from
PAA-Na and CMC-Na. In the SEI layer of graphite these signals are in fact
weaker, indicating that the components make up only a small fraction of the
overall layer or that they are buried underneath a layer of decomposition
products. It is thus likely that the carboxylate/alkoxide peak originates primarily from groups in the binder.
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It can further be seen in Figure 31 that the carbonate (-OCO2-) peak in the
C 1s spectrum of LTO:CMC-Na and LTO:PAA-Na is more intense with
respect to the saturated hydrocarbon peak than in the SEI of the corresponding graphite electrodes. This might be related to the observation that inorganic compounds are more likely buried in the ‘inner’ SEI, closer to the
electrode surface90. Furthermore, the carbonate peak is increasing on
LTO:PAA-Na electrodes with cycle number, as indicated in Figure 5 (in
Paper V), whereas the peak remains unchanged in the case of LTO:CMCNa. This is related to the findings in Paper VII, although the electrodes were
not investigated after different number of cycles. The F 1s and P 2p spectra
recorded at 1487 eV (Figures 6 and 7 in Paper VII), suggest that more electrolyte decomposition occurred in presence of PAA-Na. The comparatively
large signal of LiF (F 1s) and O=PF1(OR)2 (P 2p) in relation to the P-F (F 1s)
and PF6- (P 2p) environments, respectively, indicates that more electrolyte
salt decomposed, since LiPF6 is the only source of fluorine in the system. An
accelerated decomposition could be triggered, for instance, by hydroxide
residues in the fully deprotonated PAA-Na.
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Conclusions

The application of polymers as electrode binders in Li-battery electrodes has
long been limited to a single class of fluorinated hydrocarbons, i.e.
poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVdF)-based polymers. With the emergence of
alloying materials (e.g. Si or Sn) aspects, such as the stability of the electrode-electrolyte interface under induced stress due to expansion of the active material, became relevant parameters to consider. By the introduction of
two water-soluble classes of polymers, i.e. carbohydrate/cellulose-based
(e.g. sodium carboxymethyl cellulose, CMC-Na) and poly(acrylic acid)
(PAA), the resilience of alloying electrodes to tensile stress and thus their
cycle life could be greatly improved. In fact, these binders also improved the
cycling efficiency of established electrode materials, such as graphite. Within the scope of this thesis, CMC-Na and PAA have been investigated as
binders in various negative electrode materials, i.e. graphite, silicon and
Li4Ti5O12 (LTO), with respect to their role at the electrode-electrolyte interface morphology, electrochemical performance and electrode morphology.
In order to gain understanding in the mechanisms by which the binder influences the electrode surface, the binder distribution in electrode coatings
has been investigated. The accumulation of binder on the conductive additive (either due to a larger surface area or stronger polymer-particle interactions), rather than on the active material, results in more rapid degradation of
the electrode (Paper I and Paper III). The same result is observed in Paper
I when the binder content is reduced from conventional laboratory scales
(≈10 wt.%) to more sensible levels (< 5 wt.%), which has been ascribed to
insufficient coverage of the active material.
Since the polymer is located directly at the interface between the electrode and electrolyte, a poorly permeable surface layer can greatly reduce the
amount of co-intercalation, as demonstrated in Paper I by the stability of
CMC-Na and PAA-Na graphite electrodes in a propylene carbonate-enriched
electrolyte. Owing to their poor solubility in the electrolyte, PAA-Na and
CMC-Na represent a surface layer with low permeability to solvated ions. In
contrast, fluorinated binders interact strongly with the electrolyte solvent and
thus swell. The impact of binder distribution and permeability to electrolyte
components has been further exemplified in a graphite electrode that operated stably in an ether-based electrolyte commonly used in lithium-sulfur batteries (Paper II). Furthermore, a photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) study on
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aged (uncycled) Si electrodes different degrees of etching of the native oxide
layer in dependence of the binder coverage (Paper III). The choice of binder
content adds further complexity to the discussion of stability, since the SEI
composition and composition vary with binder content. This has been investigated in a surface study on graphite electrodes containing various amounts
of PVdF-HFP (Paper IV).
The properties of the SEI layer formed in the presence of water-soluble
binders plays a key role in the understanding of their surface chemistry. Only
a few surface studies have been conducted so far on water-processed electrodes. Therefore, PES surface studies have been performed on both graphite
(Paper VII) and LTO (Paper V) electrodes, to gain a more detailed picture
of the SEI composition. LTO electrodes employing PAA-Na binder showed
a build-up of carbonates during cycling, whereas the surface layer on
LTO:CMC-Na composites remained largely unaffected during cycling. The
comparison with PES spectra acquired on the graphite system indicates that
fully deprotonated PAA-Na might induces increased electrolye salt degradation due to hydroxide residues. As a result of the higher operating potentials
of LTO electrodes, C-O compounds appear to be a dominant species on the
surface of these electrodes. In contrast, the content of C-O species in the SEI
of graphite electrodes is smaller and the compounds are more prominent in
the ‘outer’ SEI layer. Based on the comparison between the two electrode
materials, the region at around 288 eV, which mostly is attributed to alkoxides and carboxylates, was assigned to structural features in the binder.
Graphite electrodes fabricated with 4 wt.% of binder on a pilot scale were
used (Paper VI) to evaluate how much of the reported improvements in
employing CMC-Na or PAA-Na is related to high binder contents, as suggested in Paper I. Although the coulombic efficiency in half cell experiments was better for these electrodes than for PVdF reference cells, corresponding graphite||LiFePO4 full cell experiments yielded surprisingly similar
capacity retention and first cycle coulombic efficiencies. The established
CMC-Na:SBR binder system provided overall the best reproducibility and
retention. Analysis of the slurry rheology indicates that higher binder contents or higher molecular weights are required in slurries employing PAANa in order to match the slurry viscosities of CMC-Na containing slurries. In
PAA-Na coatings the coherence and adhesion of the composite was compromised compared to CMC-Na:SBR coatings, which is likely related to the
molecular weight and the drying conditions.
Based on the current results, graphite:PAA-Na electrodes appear to improve neither the electrochemical properties nor the slurry or coating properties, when used in small quantities. The polymer is thus not a beneficial
choice for this electrode material. This situation might change if larger
amounts of the polymer are applied. Prominent examples are formulations
for alloying electrodes.
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Sammanfattning på svenska

Antropogena klimatförändringar orsakade av konsumtionen av fossila bränslen och de därtill hörande emissionerna av växthusgaser har blivit centrala
vetenskapliga och politiska utmaningar, både för vår generation och för
kommande generationer. Koncentrationen växthusgaser i atmosfären förväntas dessutom stiga ytterligare under de nästkommande decennierna. I det här
sammanhanget är det av vikt att betona att fordonssektorn står för nästan 20
% av alla sådana utsläpp. Genom användning av el- och hybridfordon, eller
fordon som drivs med bränsleceller, kan dock dessa utsläpp reduceras kraftigt. Om fordonet drivs av ett återuppladdningsbart batteri, bör detta vara
lätt, flexibelt och ha en hög energitäthet, vilket gör Li-jonbatterier (Figur 32)
speciellt attraktiva. Faktum är att orsaken till varför Li-jonbatteriet erövrat
elektronikmarknaden är att deras energitäthet är väsentligt högre än de för
rivaliserande batterityper som bly-syra- eller nickel-metallhydridbatterier.

Figur 32. Den grundläggande mekanismen hos ett Li-jonbatteri som i detta fall driver en elbil. Vid urladdning vandrar litiumjoner som lagrats mellan grafitskikten i
anoden ut i elektrolyten, för att sedan sättas in i värdstrukturen på katodsidan.
Elektronerna transporteras samtidigt i en yttre krets för att säkerställa laddningsbalansen.
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För många produkter där Li-jonbatterier används, inte minst i elfordon, krävs
det att laddningskapaciteten inte avtar väsentligt med antalet laddningscykler, dvs det måste gå att ladda batteriet väldigt många gånger. Dessa faktorer
kontrolleras i mångt och mycket av ett tunt skikt som bildas i gränsytan mellan batteriets negativa pol (anoden) och elektrolyten. Skiktet kallas SEI, vilket står för ”Solid Electrolyte Interface”. Det här skiktet bildas spontant av
nedbrytningsprodukter under batteriets tidiga användning. Eftersom SEIlagret är mycket betydelsefullt för batteriets prestanda har mycket forskning
och utveckling ägnats åt att kartlägga det, förstå dess dynamik, och om möjligt ge det de egenskaper man önskar. Dessa egenskaper kan skräddarsys på
en rad olika sätt, varav en metod är att applicera polymer material (material
bestående av långa, kedjeliknande molekyler) på elektrodernas yta. Ett väl
konstruerat SEI-skikt kan leda till att de gradvisa förlusten av litium som
normalt upplevs i batteriet kan minska betydligt, vilket därmed ökar batteriets livslängd. I detta sammanhang kan två klasser av polymerer pekas ut som
särskilt lovande: cellulosa-baserade polymerer som natriumkarboxymetylcellulosa (CMC-Na) och polyakrylsyra (PAA). Dessa, samt styrenbutadiengummi (SBR), utgör alternativ till det idag dominerande bindemedlet polyvinylidendifluorid (PVdF); se Figur 33. CMC-Na och PAA har direkta fördelar i och med att de är vattenlösliga, vilket förenklar produktionsprocessen för elektroderna i och med att inga toxiska lösningsmedel behövs.

Figur 33. De kemiska strukturerna för de i avhandlingen studerade bindemedlen.

I den här doktorsavhandlingen studeras de ovan nämnda polymererna som
bindemedel i batteriets elektroder. Det som studeras är hur bindemedlen
sprider sig i elektroderna under tillverkningsprocessen, hur de kontrollerar
den kemiska stabiliteten och den elektrokemiska förmågan hos elektroderna,
och hur de påverkar ytkemin. Ett antal olika vanligt förekommande elektrodmaterial har undersökt: grafit, kisel och litiumtitanat. Det har då visats
att valet av bindemedel är högst betydelsefullt för den resulterande morfologin hos elektroderna och de olika SEI-skikten som bildas. Resultaten visar
också att eftersom CMC-Na, PAA och SBR inte sväller i batteriets elektrolyt, så kan de bättre skydda elektroderna mot olika typer av nedbrytningsreaktioner förutsatt att tillräckligt mycket av elektrodytan täcks av bindemedlen.
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